GROSBOBOLL the "MOUTHPIECE!"
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April 8, 1995
20,000 PROPHETIC CHARTS—!!!

Naturally they will do NO GOOD unless we get them—"OUT!"
We put them in ENVELOPES ready to MAIL. If you want YOUR
ADDRESS LABEL ON THERE—so your friends will know who
sent it—that

IS—JUST—FINE!

SAMPLE COPY— to U.S.A. and CANADA—$7.50 U.S. FUNDS—
(POSTPAID.)
All other COUNTRIES—$10.00 U.S. FUNDS—
(POSTPAID.)

5 COPIES— to U.S.A. and CANADA—$25.00 U.S. FUNDS—
(POSTPAID.)
All other COUNTRIES—$35.00 U.S. FUNDS—
(POSTPAID.)

CHURCH LEADERS WHO STUDIED IT FOR HOURS—say some
minor changes could be made but NOT IMPORTANT. It is the
MOST IMPORTANT CHART IN THIS WORLD. From the BEGIN-
NING to the END of TIME. It will break if folded too often. Put
it up on the WALL and LEAVE—IT—THERE. BEDROOM or KITCHEN
so you can STUDY IT. NOT ACCORDING TO TRADITION! It is
only the TRUTH! ENJOY IT!

THIS CHART GOES ALONG WITH:

THE DEVIL’S TRAIN—going with the speed of "LIGHTNING!"
EW 68,263.

MATTHEW 24—FALSE PROPHETS—shall deceive "MANY!"

MATTHEW 25—TEN VIRGIN PARABLE—"GO YE OUT TO MEET
HIM!"

REVELATION 18—THE SAME MESSAGE! OR ELSE go for a
SWIM in "THE LAKE OF FIRE!"
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 8, 1995

Well, we're not far away from ASHTORETH (EASTER) - listed in the "ABOMINATIONS" CHAPTER (EZEKIEL 8) as the WORST "ABOMINATION!" in the sight of GOD - next to the "CHRIST-MASS!" EZEKIEL 8:13-18. ONCE YOU KNOW THIS - it is SURE INTERESTING to see an "ADVENTIST!" get up there with HIS BIG MOUTH (disconnected from his brain!) try to IMITATE the other preachers of BABYLON! As Sr. White said - to know what "CHURCH!" you are in - you have to go OUTSIDE and LOOK-AT-THE-NAME-OVER-THE-DOOR! You will see and hear nothing on the INSIDE that is any DIFFERENT-!!!

"IN THE PARABLE, all the TEN VIRGINS...there was seen NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM! So-with-the-CHURCH that lives JUST BEFORE CHRIST'S SECOND COMING." COL 408 (419.) "THEY HEAR THY WORDS, but they will--NOT-do-them! for with the MOUTH they show MUCH "LOVE!" but their HEART goeth after their COVETOUSNESS...LOVERS of their own SELVES... LOVERS of PLEASURES more than LOVERS OF GOD; having a FORM of GODLINESS...THIS IS THE CLASS that in time of PERIL are found crying "PEACE AND SAFETY!" They lull their HEARTS into SECURITY, and DREAM NOT of "DANGER!" COL 411 (426). "Those who ENCOURAGE the SINNER, saying, It is WELL with thee, GOD WILL CURSE!" T3:272.

THERE YOU HAVE THE TWO CLASSES:

WISE - withdraw from FOOLISH! T5:505. The BEST references we have for this are SG 2:201. T1:99,100. FOOLISH - FLATTER with their TONGUE - PREACH "Pleasing FABLES!" FCE 500-1. EW 125. GC 558,607.
TRUE TO "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!" - JOHN J. GROSBOULL - APRIL 1995 - let each one have their own "PRIVATE!" belief - do not CONDEMN - RETALIATE - be MEEK - be SILENT - this, of course, is the way to build the BIG CHURCH - the MORE A CHURCH ALLOWS - the BIGGER IT GETS! VERY CONCILIATORY WITH THE LARGE BODY OF BELIEVERS because of the PROMISE "ISAIAH!" made - "THE FUTURE TRIUMPH!" of God's people!

THIS IS "ISAIAH-??-!!" You hand this to us and send it out over the AIRWAVES to lead MILLIONS ASTRAY with that "LACICIAN CLAPTRAP!" and "THEOLOGICAL BULL!" - !!! "ISAIAH!" taught to STAY RIGHT THERE if you want to "TRIUMPH!" Because of GOD'S ALLEGED BLIND "LOVE!" for this people as THOUSANDS of ADVENTIST LEADERS HAVE SAID - "NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE THEY MAY BE!" GOD DOES NOT CARE! SO SAYS "ISAIAH!" YOU DARE TO HAND US "ISAIAH!" As the MAIN PROPHET OF GOD WHO TAUGHT: "FEAR NOT, FOR I AM WITH YOU; BE NOT DISMAYED-!!!" ISAIAH 41:10.

ONCE AGAIN I ASK YOU: "HOW MANY VERSES DID YOU PUSH ASIDE TO PICK OUT THAT ONE-??-!!" DID YOU TELL US THERE ARE TWO CHURCHES THERE-??-?? WISE and FOOLISH-??-?? WHO ARE THE WISE - WHO ARE THE FOOLISH-??-?? The ones who STAY - who hang on for dear LIFE no matter how "ROTTEN!" the CHURCH and the leadership GET-??-?? OR the ones who GET-OUT-OF-THERE-BEFORE-THE-WRATH-OF-GOD -EXPLODES-!!! And fear THE WORLD APART-!!! You will not tell us about "THAT-??-??"

ISAIAH DOES-!!!

NO WONDER "HISTORIC LAODICEAN!" IS "BLIND!" as VIRGINIA BATS IN THE COAL FIELDS! WHAT DO YOU MAKE OF THIS: (SPEAKING OF THE FUTURE): "YOUR COUNTRY IS DESOLATE, YOUR CITIES ARE BURNED WITH FIRE!...EXCEPT THE LORD OF HOSTS HAD LEFT US A VERY SMALL REMNANT, we should have been as SODOM-!!!" ISAIAH 1:7,9. "HOW IS THE FAITHFUL CITY BECOME A HARLOT!" ISAIAH 1:21. "They SUPPOSE that they are RICH...IN NEED OF NOTHING! - while in REALITY they are in need of EVERYTHING!" T8:250.

"But many are crying, "PEACE and SAFETY!" (JOHN J. GROSBOULL - MOUTHPIECE FOR COLIN STANDEISH AND HIS "GANG OF 40!") "PEACE AND SAFETY!" WHILE SUDDEN DESTRUCTION IS COMING UPON THEM!...THEIR...ROTTENNESS OF CHARACTER!...
"HOW IS THE FAITHFUL CITY BECOME AN HARLOT!!!"...a place whence the DIVINE PRESENCE AND GLORY HAVE DEPARTED!!!...UNLESS THE CHURCH...shall REPENT...SHE-SHALL-ABHOR-HERSelf!!" T8:250. (IS THIS ISAIAH--??? AND THE NEXT PAGE SAYS (STAY THERE TILL HELL FREEZES OVER--???) STILL IN HARMONY WITH ISAIAH IT TELLS YOU WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT!!! REPENT--??? NEVER--!!!)

"And it shall come to pass in that day, that the REMNANT of ISRAEL, and such as are ESCAPED OF THE HOUSE OF JACOB;...a REMNANT of them shall RETURN...the OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL...from the four corners of the EARTH!!" ISAIAH 10:20, 22; 11:12.

"Wherefore hear the Word of the Lord, ye SCORNFUL MEN THAT RULE THIS PEOPLE WHICH IS IN JERUSALEM...the HAIL shall SWEEP AWAY the REFUGE OF LIES...then YE shall be TRODDEN DOWN BY IT!!!...A CONSUMPTION, even determined upon the WHOLE EARTH!!" ISAIAH 28:14,17,18.22. PT 22 & 32.

"For the REMNANT that is ESCAPED of the HOUSE of JUDAH... For OUT-OF-JERUSALEM-SHALL-GO-FORTH-A-REMANN, and they that ESCAPE OUT of MOUNT ZION: the ZEAL of the Lord of Hosts shall do this...." ISAIAH 37,31,32. "For this is a people ROBBED and SPOILED...and NONE saith, "RESTORE!!" ISAIAH 42:22. TM 96. "DEPART YE, DEPART YE, go ye OUT from thence, touch no UNCLEAN THING; go ye OUT of the midst of her; be ye CLEAN that bear the vessels of the Lord!" ISAIAH 52:11. "THE LORD GOD WHICH GATHERETH THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL SAITH, Yet will I gather OTHERS to him (TM 70,126)...His WATCHMEN are BLIND...IGNORANT...DUMB DOGS (T5:211)..."DRAW NEAR HITHER, YE SONS OF THE SORCERESS, THE SEED OF THE ADULTERER AND THE WHORE...and didst debase thyself even unto HELL!!" ISAIAH 56:8,10,11; 57:3.

TO BE SAVED:

"CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT, lift up thy voice like a TRUMPET, and SHEW MY PEOPLE ("THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION?") SHEW MY PEOPLE THEIR TRANSGRESSIONS, and the HOUSE OF JACOB THEIR SINS. (T2:35. SEE INDEX-!!!)...bring the POOR that are CAST OUT to THY HOUSE...Then shall thy LIGHT BREAK FORTH...and THY RIGHTEOUSNESS...And the LORD shall GUIDE YOU CONTINUALLY...And THOU shalt be called, "THE REPAIRER OF THE BREACH!!" ISAIAH 58:1,7,8,10,11,12.
"In the TIME-OF-THE-END!...GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE, standing before the World as [REFORMERS!...THEY-ARE-THE-REPAIRERS-OF-THE-BREACH!" PK 678. "THE DESPISED REMNANT (YOU ARE NOT DESPISED-???) YOU ARE NOT THE REMNANT! T5:475.) "THE DESPISED REMNANT ARE CLOTHED IN GLORIOUS APPAREL...THEIR NAMES ARE RETAINED IN THE LAMB'S BOOK OF LIFE...THEY HAVE RESISTED...THE DRAGON'S ROAR. Now they are eternally secure...the seal of the living god ...(worried about that LOUSY "ADVENTIST NAME-??!") HAVING THE FATHER'S NAME WRITTEN IN THEIR FOREHEADS. WE DARE YOU TO FIND THAT ANYWHERE ELSE BUT UNDER "PHILADELPHIA!" REV. 3:12; 14:1; 22:4.) "They sing the NEW SONG... 144,000...them that are ESCAPED OF ISRAEL!" PK 591-2. RH 5:386. (DOES IT HELP TO BELONG TO THE BIG CONGLOMERATE WHEN): "The MEMBERS of the Church will INDIVIDUALLY be TESTED and PROVED...perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE...My brother, my sister, PONDER these things, I beseech you. YOU HAVE-WORK-TO-DO!" T5:463. (And 100 REFERENCES!) SM 2:385. T6:400-1. ISAIAH 65:15.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 9, 1995

PUBLICATION #557. Sept. 14, 1982. (FOX #4.) "100 EVENTS - IN THEIR ORDER!" (We should set this one aside to "REPRINT" its.) WHAT-DID-ELLEN-WHITE-PREDICT-??? THE FIRST PRIORITY WAS:

"MESSENGERS!"

The Lord sent a message that "JAMES WHITE!" should start a MAGAZINE - "THE PRESENT TRUTH" - the first NUMBER was MIDDLETOWN, CONN. JULY 1894. Because of "MARY BAKER EDDY" and other WOMEN WRITERS and PREACHERS - people had an AVERSION to WOMEN taking the LEAD - so the MEN led out. And, as is the way with PEOPLE - they quoted ROUND and ROUND on ONE TOPIC - "LAW!" and the "SABBATH!". Later ELLEN WHITE WROTE that "ONE-IDEA" MONOMANIAISM until they were "AS DRY AS THE HILLS OF GILBOAH!"

THE FIRST FROM HER PEN WAS "THE PRESENT TRUTH" AUGUST 1849. p.21. You can see it with your own eyes - you do not need to take anyone else's WORD for it. COMPARE WITH EW 42. URIAH SMITH TOOK THE FIRST PARAGRAPH OF SIX LINES - put it on the R&H CHOPPING BLOCK - WHACKED IT OFF! and sent it to the DUMP - took the rest of it - split it down the MIDDLE - printed the FIRST PART LAST - and the LAST PART FIRST! and left a large part out entirely! EW 42 to 45, 36 to 38.
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NOW TRY TO UNDERSTAND THE SEALING!

"OUR DUTY IN VIEW OF THE COMING "JUDGMENTS OF GOD!" PT 21. RH 1:9. (You didn’t need to know that – did you–???) And to THINK the MAJORITY AGREE this should-have-been-CHANGED!!! Now we see WHY. Which we DID NOT SEE as clearly as we SHOULD HAVE – BEFORE! We come back to:

"MESSENGERS!"

Even "SWIFT MESSENGERS!" Here TODAY – gone TOMORROW! To come to a town or a city and inquire "WHO IS WORTHY?" And give a "PERSONAL!" APPEAL – if they do not accept you – the "MESSENGERS!" are to "SHAKE OFF THE DUST OF YOUR SHOES AS A WITNESS AGAINST THEM!" Sr. White says some will decide their soul’s "DESTINY!" in SECONDS!

"MESSENGERS!" MEANS: The LORD has REJECTED the CHURCH and its LEADERS – else WHY would He send "MESSENGERS?" And the URIAH SMITHS knew this well enough! SO THEY LEFT THAT OUT OR FUDDLED IT UP–!!! We printed through the years – THOUSANDS OF COPIES of PT 22 and 32 as the THE MOST IMPORTANT PAGES from the "PRESENT TRUTH SERIES!" You may have a copy. I think we usually printed it on a "GREEN SHEET." Just now we want to REVIEW the IMPORTANCE of the things MESSED UP or LEFT OUT!

"MESSENGERS!"

Do you think "MESSENGERS!" would CLAIM to be "ADVENTISTS–???” or CLAIM they preach or believe "HISTORIC ADVENTISM–???” If "ADVENTISM!" could do it – WHY would the Lord send "MESSENGERS?" Of course to get the details and all the ANSWERS we must "RIGHTLY DIVIDE THE WORD OF TRUTH!" Get a LITTLE HERE and a LITTLE THERE! We must never lose sight of the FACT that there was an "ALPHA OF APOSTASY“ (1904–5). SM 1:197. "THE OMEGA will be of a MOST STARTLING NATURE!...LIVING TEMPLE...THE ALPHA OF DEADLY HERESIES. THE OMEGA WILL FOLLOW, and will be re- ceived by those who are not willing to heed the WARNING–GOD-HAS-GIVEN!" SM 1:197,201. B2:15,51. RH 4:547. B:201. DOES THE "GANG OF 40!" SAY ONE WORD ABOUT THIS–???

YOU KNOW THAT:

If we are writing about a DEBATABLE SUBJECT LIKE THIS – we
are WELL ACQUAINTED with the WRITINGS making their rounds today and at this MOMENT I know of NONE who care about the CHURCH going into APOSTASY so DEEP it is "IMPEERATABLE" COL 414 (423) - but there are always those CLOWNS who THINK they can "PENTRATITE" it. READY TO DEFY THE LORD!

THEY ARE NOT THE "MESSERSNS! GOD SENDS--!!!

THEY ARE NOT GOING TO CHURCH AT ALL--!!! T8:251. And if there IS A MEMBER (LIKE JOHN J. GROSCHOLL) that is the MOUTHPIECE for the STANDISH CONSORTIUM - would he be calling people BACK into that "OMEGA OF APOSTASY-??-??" "ONE MEMBER WORKING IN RIGHT LINES WILL LEAD OTHER MEMBERS TO UNITE (with FOLKENBERG-JOHNSON-GOLD-STEIN-???) TO UNITE WITH HIM-!!!" T8:251.

NOT A SIGN OF ANY WORKING FROM "WITHIN-!!!"

YOU WANT TO HURL YOURSELF AGAINST THAT BRICK WALL? THOSE CASEHARDENED LAODICEANS-??-?? YOU WILL BE FOUND IN THE WRECK OF YOUR OWN SPECULATIONS! Just now in the ranks of this "STANDISH CONSORTIUM!" there is a HEW and CRY that they might "LOSE THEIR MEMBERSHIP!"

DO YOU KNOW WHAT HAPPENS TO THOSE THAT "DO NOT LOSE THEIR MEMBERSHIP?" "MANY will STAND in our PUL- PITS with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, KINDLED from the HEILISH TORCH of SATAN!" TM 409. (Yet they tell us to go there and stay there and LISTEN TO THE DEVIL-!!!). "SO APOSTASY IN-TH-E-CHURCH WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST-!!!" GC 444. (You see where they want you to END UP-??-?? FOOL THEM-!!!)

"MY MESSAGE TO YOU IS: NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST to the PERVERSION of TRUTH. UNMASK the PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!" SM 1:196. B2:15. (Of course this is a "DECLARATION OF WAR-!!!" and the SIMPERING EFFEMINATES WILL HAVE NO PART OF THAT-!!!) They just want to go around BAWLING if they are PUT OUT-!!! 25% EVERY TEN YEARS! NO OTHER CHURCH IN ALL HISTORY DID THAT! WHY IS THE STANDISH CONSORTIUM TERRIFIED OF THIS JUST NOW-??-?? BECAUSE THE CHURCH LEADERS BRAIN- WASHED THEM TO BELIEVE THEY WILL BE LOST UNLESS THEY ARE IN! That means that they must OVERLOOK FALSE OMEGA DOCTRINES! Will that save their SOUL-??-??
"INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES. "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!"...may CLAIM as much as does the POPE OF ROME...THESE CHARACTERS WILL MULTIPLY and by SMOOTH WORDS and DECEPTIVE SPEECHES will deceive the UNWARY...BREAKING THE LAW and teaching OTHERS TO BREAK IT, will NOT be COVERED with the garments of CHRIST'S RIGHTEOUSNESS!" RH 2:231-2.

JOHN GROSBOUL - repeating LUKEWARM LAODICEAN TRADITION - do not find FAULT - do not CONDEMN - see NOTHING - know NOTHING - do NOTHING! God wants such in HIS KINGDOM-!!! When you PREACH THAT FROM DOCTRINE - you can expect such "DUMB DOG!" DOCTRINES! T5:211.

PREACHERS AFRAID OF THEIR MASTERS - MIGHT LOSE THEIR PAYCHECK! NO WONDER THOUSANDS TESTIFY THE SERMONS ARE "DEAD!" Whip them up to come to LIFE-?? NOT-A-CHANCE-!!! "ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN is soon to be realized, the GREAT APOSTASY, which is DEVELOPING and INCREASING and WAXING STRONGER, and will CONTINUE TO DO SO until the Lord shall descend from HEAVEN with a SHOUT-!!!" B7:56-7. SG 4:61. No, the STANDISH CONSORTIUM will NOT make a DENT-!!! "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 10, 1995

REPENTANCE

"The LORD is...not willing that any should PERISH, but that ALL should come to REPENTANCE!" 2 PETER 3:9. It seems that, NOTHING is more IMPORTANT than "REPENTANCE!" NOTHING is stressed more in the BIBLE - than "REPENTANCE!" Then there are different KINDS of REPENTANCE: "JOHN the BAPTIST, preaching..."REPENT YE!"...And were BAPTIZED of him in JORDAN, CONFESSIONING THEIR SINS. But when he saw many of the PHARISEES and SADDUCEES COME...he said unto THEM, "O GENERATION OF VIPERS!" who hath WARNED YOU from the WRATH-TO-COME-???. BRING FORTH THEREFORE FRUITS MEET FOR REPENTANCE!" MATT. 3:1,2,6-8.

REPENTANCE WAS NOT GENUINE UNLESS "FRUITS!" came with it. "GODLY SORROW worketh REPENTANCE...not to be REPENTED OF...!!!" 2 COR. 7:10. When we STUDY this matter further, we find the PHARISEES and SADDUCEES came NOT with genuine "REPENTANCE!" (SORROW!) but because of LEGAL RIGHT -
as the JEWS OF TODAY: "WE HAVE ABRAHAM TO OUR FATHER!" (The same - MATT. 3 and verse 9.) They wanted to go BACK and have MORE INFLUENCE among the people because "JOHN THE BAPTIST" recognized their RACIAL LINEAGE! (Which he DID NOT and the JEWS have been CURSING HIM EVER SINCE!) So also:

"BEHOLD, I will MAKE THEM of the SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN, which "SAY- THEY-ARE-JEWS!" and ARE NOT, but do LIE; behold, I will MAKE THEM to come and WORSHIP-BEFORE-THY- FEET, and to KNOW that I have LOVED THEE-!!!" (PHILADELPHIA - not OLD "DRUG-SHOT!") REV. 3:9. EW 15,30,37,240-3,261,272-5. WTF 12. SM 2:166.

WHAT IS TRUE OF THE CHURCH (SYNAGOGUE) OF TODAY? IS THERE ANY REPENTANCE-??? There is NOTHING they HATE - NOTHING they FIGHT - like they do after "40 YEARS OF FROOM!" Under his JURISDICTION I suppose they WROTE - SAID and PREACHED "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" 10,000 TIMES-!!! Do not ask us to ADMIT anything - REPENT for nothing - CHANGE-??? "YOU CHANGE-!!!" or we will CAST YOU OUT! "CRUCIFY YOU!" as far as the Lord will permit! They would sooner fellowship with the HELL-BELIEVERS - PORK-EATERS - AND SUN-GOD WORSHIPERS!" Let's see what they will do in the EASTER-LENTEN SEASON-!!! EZEKIEL 8:13-18; 9:4-11.

"EARTH'S FINAL WARNING!" STANDISH CONSORTIUM MAGAZINE - "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION!" APRIL 1995. FOLLOWING THE LEAD OF THE JEWS THAT ARE RUNNING THIS CHURCH-!!! (INTO THE GROUND!) THE EVIL IS "ROMANISM!" "ROMANISM!" "ROMANISM!" They forgot this:

"We may have LESS to say in some lines, in regard to the ROMAN POWER and the PAPACY!" TM 112. (WHY? WHY? WHY?) "PROTESTANTS OF THE UNITED STATES WILL BE FOREMOST ("ROMANISM WILL BE FOREMOST-???") "THE PROTESTANTS... WILL BE FOREMOST in stretching THEIR HANDS (HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS AROUND THE WORLD NOW "LAUGH-IN-THE-SPRIT!" LED BY "PENTECOSTALS!" (PROTESTANTS!) WILL BE FOREMOST IN STRETCHING THEIR HANDS ACROSS THE GULF TO GRASP THE HAND OF "SPIRITUALISM" YOUR GC 588.
"PROTESTANTISM WILL...GRASP THE HAND OF "SPIRITUALISM!" SHE WILL...!!!" ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405. "A GOD OF "LOVE!" IS PRESENTED...PLEASING, BEWITCHING FABLES CAPTIVATE THE SENSES--!!!" (SAME, 1884. WHY WAS THIS LEFT OUT OF YOUR GC 588-???)

PROBABLY THE GREATEST HOAX SINCE THE BEGINNING OF TIME! PULLED OFF BY "PROTESTANTS!" TO "ASTOUND THE BEAST!" WHY YAP AT "ROMANISM--???

PLAIN AS THE NOSE ON YOUR FACE!!!

SATAN IS OUT TO TRAP "GOD'S PEOPLE!" BY MAKING A RAID ON "ROMANISM!" when it is "PROTESTANTISM!" ("ADVENTISM!"
SM 2:54. MM 88.) that will "ASTOUND THE WORLD!" when the
"SEALING!" starts! WHAT A CLEVER DEVIL WE FACE! So that
Adventists pay NO ATTENTION to the 200+ PREDICTIONS from
the pen of ELLEN G. WHITE! And this is ONE OF THEM:

"THE VERY LAST DECEPTION OF SATAN will be to make of
NONE-EFFECT the TESTIMONY of the "SPIRIT OF GOD!"
"Where there is NO VISION, the people PERISH!...There will be
a HATRED KINDLED against the "TESTIMONIES!" which is
SATANIC!

MORE CLEVER STILL:

Those who DENY the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" are bad enough -
but the SUPREME DECEIVERS OF ALL TIME! are those who PRE-
TEND they CHAMPION the SOP and who QUOTE THEM COPI-
OUSLY! "SELECTIONS!" BUT DISTORT THE MEANING--!!! CARE-
FULLY FABRICATED! THUS:

"FROM THE PROFESSED "FRIENDS!" OF THE REFORMATION had
risen ITS WORST ENEMIES!" 1884 GC 147. YOUR GC 187.
SAID LUTHER: "I ALWAYS EXPECTED THAT SATAN would send
us this PLAGUE!" (SAME.)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 11, 1995

IF THE CHURCH gets as "ROTTEN!" as the Lord says it will (TM
446. T8:250) into the very "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" and these
USRUPERS actually ADMIT IT--!!!
And the Lord gives the REMEDY: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
And these AGENTS-OF-THE-DEVIL: "HOLD THEM WHERE THEY
WERE, UNTIL "THE SEALING!" WAS PAST, until the COVERING
was drawn over GOD'S PEOPLE, and they left WITHOUT A
SHELTER from the BURNING WRATH OF GOD, in the SEVEN
LAST PLAGUES!!" EW 44.

THE SAME BOOK SHOWS (EW 282) that those who STAYED
WHERE THEY WERE because of these "PEACE AND SAFETY!!"
PROPHETS - those who "CROWNED THEM WITH LAURELS!" (GC
656) will be out now to HUNT THEM and BEAT THEM INTO THE
GROUND!!! GOOD! GOOD! GOOD! 1884 GC 473. It is time
they got their "COMEUPPANCE!! For once their BIG MOUTHS
WILL BE CLOSED!!! And also those who paid NO ATTENTION
to the "SWIFT MESSENGERS!!" PT 32.

JOHN J. GROSBOLL in his "HISTORIC ADVENTIST LANDMARKS!"
APRIL 1995 p.6,7 tells you to STAY-RIGHT-THERE-!!! THAT
IS ISAIAH-??!! Has the NERVE TO SAY: "KNOWING THAT
GOD'S CHURCH WAS EVENTUALLY GOING TO TRIUMPH-!!!
p.7. BUT WE HAVE (ABOUT A DOZEN TIMES): "THE CHURCH
MILITANT is NOT! the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" TM 61.
"EVERY MEMBER OF HIS CHURCH MILITANT must manifest the
SAME QUALITIES, if he would JOIN-THE-CHURCH-TRIUM-
PHANT!" FCE 179. "THEY WILL "JOIN!" THE ARMY OF THE
LORD!" T7:27.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 12, 1995

YOU DO NOT JOIN SOMETHING YOU BELONG TO!
TM 515 has a MEANING never granted by ANYONE: We have
had at various times "HOME CHURCHES!" "Likewise greet THE
CHURCH that is in their HOUSE!" ROMANS 1:5. "...THE
CHURCH that is in THEIR HOUSE!" 1 COR. 16:19. "...THE
CHURCH which is in HIS HOUSE!" COL. 4:15. "...TO THE
CHURCH IN THY HOUSE!" PHILEMON 2. "To the general AS-
SEMBLY and CHURCH of the FIRSTBORN, which are WRITTEN in
HEAVEN!" HEB. 12:23. "...perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE!"
T5:463. (THE RED-LETTER WORDS OF CHRIST!) "For where
two or three are GATHERED together IN MY NAME - "THERE!"
am I in the MIDST!!" MATT. 18:20.

CHURCH LEADERS CAN FUME AND THREATEN AND DEMAND
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AND "DISFELLOWSHIP!" and push down STEPS and CRIPPLE FOR LIFE-!! But no matter how BIG or how SMALL they are - or how POWERFUL - this is a BLESSING they can NEVER take away from us - where TWO or THREE are GATHERED - the HOLY SPIRIT cannot be TRAPPED! As the WIND cannot be CONTROLLED - so "THE SPIRIT!" goeth where it "LISTETH!" (Where it PLEASETH!!) JOHN 3:8.

IT DOES NOT TAKE CHURCH BOARDS NOR COMMITTEES NOR JUNTOS NOR CABALAS to "GUIDE US INTO ALL TRUTH!" ("THE SPIRIT!" DOES THAT! JOHN 16:13.) Especially in the LAST DAYS when every WIND of DOCTRINE will be BLOWING! T5:80. And "FEW GREAT MEN!" will be EMPLOYED - "HE CAN NOT USE THEM!" (SAME.) Especially those who are so "SURE!" of their "SALVATION!" THE NEXT PAGE - T5:81 near the bottom - when the PROUD, HAUGHTY are "CUT DOWN!" - the "SELF-DISTRUSTFUL!" will SHINE in the MIDNIGHT HOUR! NO ONE KNOWS WHO HAS THEIR "NAMES WRITTEN IN HEAVEN!" but when the LORD "SEALS!" the 144,000 then it is WRITTEN: THEN will THE CHURCH of Christ APPEAR - APPEAR "FAIR AS THE MOON, CLEAR AS THE SUN, and TERRIBLE as an ARMY-WITH-BANNERS!" T5:82.

THEN FROM THERE IT GOES ON TO TELL US WHY THE GREAT MEN - THE MIGHTY MEN - "WILL BE FOUND WANTING-!!!" T5:83. (At the very BOTTOM - that's where they ARE-!!!) "MANY will STAND (They should be SITTING DOWN! IN THE AUDIENCE! not fit to TEACH OTHERS! But no, they will:) STAND in OUR PULPITS with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, KINDLED from the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!" TM 409. "THEIR CONSCIENCE SEARED with a HOT IRON!" 1 TIM. 4:2. "PROFANE and old wives' FABLES!" (Verse 7.)

NOW MAYBE WE CAN UNDERSTAND TM 515. (RH 6:332.) Here we find the "HOME CHURCHES!" "There seemed to be a GREAT MOVEMENT (NEITHER YOU nor your PREACHER know what this means because you gave NO IMPORTANCE to a MOVEMENT! that is to "COME!" MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS!" with the COUNTERFEIT DOCTRINES listed at the END of that CHAPTER! 1884 GC 296. YOUR GC 464,588-9.)

"There seemed to be a GREAT MOVEMENT - a work of REVIVAL - going forward in MANY PLACES. OUR PEOPLE (LEADING IT as the COLIN STANDISH - JOHN J. GROSBOLL "GANG OF 40!" TAKE OATH THEY WOULD LEAD-???
WE SHOULD "JOIN THEM!" NO! "OUR PEOPLE WERE MOVING INTO LINE!" TM 515. THE BEST THEY CAN DO IS "MOVE INTO A LINE" formed by SOMEONE ELSE!!!

GET THAT STRAIGHT FOR ONCE IN YOUR LIFE!!! Do others come in and JOIN YOU??? as you so FERVENTLY HOPE AND PREACH-??? Or do you have to take ANOTHER LOOK - YOU, if you and JOHN OSBORNE are WISE ENOUGH - the word is there - if "WISE!" enough YOU must "JOIN!" another "MOVE MENT!" of "OUTCASTS!" If you would PREACH as you SHOULD - you would have been "OUTCAST!" LONG AGO-!!! Not go around CRYING and BAWLING all over the place NOW! Instead of "LEAPING FOR JOY!" that you had ESCAPED THE CURSE belonging to such an OUTFIT! in the "OMEGA!" of their "APOSTASY!" You don't want to be FREE-??? You want to go down with the likes of THEM-??? As did the people in the DAYS OF NOAH-LOT-CHRIST! Could not go with the "FEW and TRUE! WHAT A SHAME-!!! "OUR PEOPLE WERE MOVING INTO LINE-!!!" T6:146. "REFORMERS must ADVANCE - not RETREAT!" T6:151. "A GENERAL MOVEMENT is NEEDED, and this must BEGIN WITH "INDIVIDUAL MOVEMENTS!" T6:470. (COULD THAT BE YOU? START IT IN YOUR OWN HOME!)

"GENERATION OF VIPERS!" MATT. 3:7; 23:33.

If you look up the FRONT OF THE INDEX you will find what "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" HAS TO SAY ABOUT THAT. NOT VERY COMPLIMENTARY. DA 105-6. TO THE LEADERS OF THE CHURCH. THE PHARISEES AND SADDUCEES. They were "WORSE THAN THE HEATHEN!" GOD WAS NOT DEPENDENT UPON THEM! HE COULD CALL "OTHERS!" BOTH CHRIST AND JOHN THE BAPTIST CALLED THEM THE SAME! THEY THINK SO MUCH OF THAT "NAME!" THEY WILL DIE FOR THAT "NAME!" They will take you to CATHOLIC LAW for that "NAME!" "NOT by its "NAME!" but by its "FRUITS!" is the VALUE of a TREE DETERMINED. If the FRUIT is WORTHLESS, the "NAME!" cannot save the TREE from "DESTRUCTION!... "PROFESSION!" was "WORTHLESS!" If their LIFE and CHARACTER were not in HARMONY with GOD'S LAW, they were NOT His people!" DA 106-7. (WE NEED TO GO NO FURTHER TO FIND THE MEANING OF MATT 3:7.)
THE CHURCH LEADERS WANT TO GO "BY THE BIBLE ONLY!" WE DO NOT THINK THAT WILL HELP THEM BECAUSE MATT. 23:33 ADDS A BIT MORE: "YE SERPENTS! YE GENERATION OF VIPERS! HOW CAN YE ESCAPE THE DAMNATION OF HELL?" MATT. 23:33. SR. WHITE APPLIES THAT TO THE LEADERS OF THE CHURCH! DO YOU THINK THE JOHN J. GROSBOLLS WILL AGREE-???(OR ANY OF "THE GANG OF 40-???")

IF THE "GOLD!" IS "SEPARATED FROM!" THE "DROSS!" IN THE CHURCH, WHAT DOES THAT LEAVE-?? Now they can BRAG - BOAST - and BLOW of their "LINGUISTIC EXCELLENCE!" "MAGAZINE ATTAINMENTS!" "LEARNING ABILITIES!" and their "FIVE-YEAR-OLD!" KNOWS MORE WHAT THE WORD "FROM!" - "FROM!" - "FROM!" MEANS! You take the "GOLD!" away "FROM!" the DROSS - that leaves only "GOLD-???" if "GOLD!" is taken "FROM!" would not "GOLD!" be SEPARATE - AWAY FROM - the DROSS! Or do they have their own "DICTIONARY-??" that they can FOOL the WHOLE DENOMINATION for so many YEARS - with that THEOLOGICAL HOAX! And if "WE!" do not accept their SUPERSTITION - BIGOTRY - GALL - CLAPTRAP - SILLY CHEAP CHILDISH FABRICATION - we ought to be HUNG - DRAWN - QUARTERED - CRUCIFIED! Or "THEY!" will go for a swim in "THE LAKE OF FIRE!" for having FOOLED MILLIONS OF PEOPLE! You take GOLD "FROM THE DROSS!" and only pure "GOLD!" remains! BAH! and HUMBUG -!!

"A STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" ("SHAKING!" CHAPTER!) T1:181. "THE!" STRAIGHT-FROM-THE-SHOULDER "TESTIMONY!" or let it be "A!" is an ENTITY - it is a SOMETHING! It is an "ARROW!" aimed by TRUE ANGELS' HANDS! THE QUESTION IS IN BLACK AND WHITE - this cannot be changed! Is it "FROM!" or "TO!" Do Adventists AGAIN have their own "DICTI-


NARY-??" Is it "FROM!" (Here we run into the SAME WORD AGAIN!) Is it "FROM!" the LAODICEANS? Do the LAODICEANS GIVE IT-?? OR is it "TO THE LAODICEANS!" If it is "TO!" the LAODICEANS they may not be IN FAVOR OF IT AT ALL-!!! And that is EXACTLY what it SAYS-!!! "THEY WILL RISE UP AGAINST IT!" T1:181. They are good at "RISING UP!" but that will not help them a WHIT! It is still in BLACK and WHITE - it is "TO!" them and not "FROM THEM!"
We are dealing with the "LOUD CRY!" which is REVELATION 18! They FUDDLED THIS UP but the ORIGINAL 1884 had a "LOUD CRY!" CHAPTER and it said "THE LOUD CRY!" was REV. 18:1,2,4. (FOOTNOTES.) Now if the LAODICEANS do as they PLEDGE-TO-DO! - GIVE "THE LOUD CRY!" that would be "FROM" the "LAODICEANS!" CLEAR - PLAIN - POSITIVE-!!! But if they DO-NOT-GIVE-IT - CANNOT-GIVE-IT-!!! OR, HORRORS-!!! IF IT IS TO them and not "FROM!" THEM! HORRORS! WHERE IS THE ERASER? And so they CHANGED IT! TITLE - CHAPTER NUMBER - EVERYTHING! NOW MAYBE IT WON'T HAPPEN-??? DOES GOD GO ALONG WITH THEIR TRICKERY ??? It is the CHAPTER before "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!" YOUR (URIAH SMITH!) GC 613. Now WHAT is the CHAPTER BEFORE THAT? EXAMINE THAT CHAPTER (page 603) and see how they BUTCHED THAT UP FROM 1884 GC 421. And if you are WIDE AWAKE and not in a HYPNOTIZED SPELL - you will see how they PROTECTED the ONE-AND-ONLY! Then if you do the UN-THINKABLE! COMPARING 1884 GC 422 to where ADVENTISTS GO TO THE CATHOLICS and END UP KEEPING SUNDAY! 1884 GC 422-426. COMPARE WITH YOUR BOOK - 604-608. You will see what the OLD CODGERS were up to-!!! And is the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" that sheds the LIGHT OF HEAVEN on this - is that "FOWL THE LAODICEANS!" or "TO!" them-??? We think there is a SLIGHT DIFFERENCE-!!! Then we have ONE MORE TO GO: "ISAIAH!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 13, 1995

ISAIAH

SR. WHITE SAYS: "THE SCENES TO BE ENACTED IN OUR WORLD ARE NOT EVEN DREAMED OF...IN THE VISIONS GIVEN TO ISAIAH to EZEKIEL, and to JOHN we see how closely HEAVEN is connected with the "SITUATIONS" taking place upon the Earth." T5:733. (OUR INDEXING OF OTHER PROPHETIC BOOKS AND DETAILS: RH 5:542. BC 4:1119. JEREMIAH 37:1-7.) "EVENTS THAT WILL BE REPEATED!" (GC 655. MORE "JEREMIAH!" THEN WE HAVE MORE "ISAIAH" T1: 270. But this is so CUT UP and BUTCHERED because it is a DIRECT PREDICTION of WHAT - WHEN - WHY it will HIT THE ADVENTIST CHURCH that the URIAH SMITH GANG chewed it up! TO PROVE THIS POINT SEE RH 1:40. SG 4:82-3. T2:595. FCE 482. T1:259, 268, 363, 366, 382, 40. T5:213. ARA 497. EW 213.
WE ARE CUTTING THIS SHORT BECAUSE WE ARE OUT TO PROVE ONE POINT: Right from the START - over 60 YEARS AGO - our STRONG POINT to prove the FATE of the SDA CONVENTION OF EVIL - was the BOOK OF ISAIAH!!! IN THE SEALING TIME - IN THE END-TIME - the LORD MOVES TO "GATHER!" ("SEAL!") THE "OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL!" TO HONOR THEM - TO PROTECT THEM - TO SLAUGHTER THEIR ENEMIES - THE ADVENTIST CHURCH!!! T5:211. EW 69-71. IN THEIR "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!!" SM 1:204-8. B2:58-9. (SANDI RH 4:283.)

MOST WILL READ AND ENJOY IT - and see NOTHING WRONG-!!! JOHN J. GROSBOLL - MOUTHPIECE for the "STANDISH CONSORTIUM!!!" and the ADVENTIST CHURCH! COMING INTO "REFORM!!" UNDER FALSE PRETENCES - USING THE MAILS TO DEFRAUD! BOWING "SHAME-FACEDLY!!" TO THE ADVENTIST CHURCH LEADERS THAT "ISAIAH" SAID ARE GOING TO "TRIUMPH!!" ("ISAIAH SAID THAT-???") GROSBOLL must have had the WRONG PAIR OF GLASSES ON! Or was this PREPARED by the "WHITE-WASH!!" ESTATE and JOHN J. GROSBOLL merely SIGNED HIS NAME TO IT!

"HISTORIC ADVENTIST" - "LANDMARKS!!" - April 1995 p.4-7. DID THE ADVENTISTS SEND HIM A BIG OFFERING SO HE COULD MAKE A GOOD SPLASH IN THE ADVENTIST SEA-??? TO FOOL ANOTHER 100 MILLION! TO BE COPIED AND RE-COPIED! NO BIGGER LIE WAS EVER TOLD! I WONDER HOW SUCH MEN WILL FACE "JUDGMENT DAY-??" ISA. 65:15.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - GOOD FRIDAY - APRIL 14, 1995

EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA! ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN HAS HER OWN HOME 20 MILES SOUTH IN THE STATE OF WASHINGTON, U.S.A. (MALO, WA) FROM WHICH SHE MAILS THE PUBLICATIONS WE PREPARE IN CANADA AND MAIL FROM THE U.S.A. TO SAVE THOUSANDS IN POSTAGE. BUT THAT MIGHT CHANGE AS U.S.A. POSTAL RATES ARE STARTING TO CLIMB.
YESTERDAY (APRIL 12, 1995) SHE BROUGHT ME A PAPER BY VANCE FERRELL, HCR 77, BOX 38A, BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN 37305. SHE SAID: "READ THAT!!!" I SAID: "WHY?" "WHAT'S IT ABOUT-???" SHE REFUSED TO ANSWER. "YOU'LL SEE!!" I think I should introduce this to you in the same way. YOU'LL SEE!! Only I will have to add ONE WORD since you are sending for it. "PHILIPPINES!"") It is WM 611. PRINTED APRIL 1995. That is all you need.

You could get it for a dollar but since VANCE is RISKING HIS LIFE TO PRINT IT - $5.00 would be a BARGAIN. You can take my word for it - you will want EXTRA COPIES to send to FRIENDS. (ONLY TO THE ADVENTIST WORLD!)

While you are at it, ask for "THE TORRES CASE!" WM 583 to 586. (You know what that means-??? That means four "TRACTS!" of four pages each.) AGAIN HE IS RISKING HIS LIFE TO PRINT IT SO BOTH TOGETHER - $10.00 would be a BARGAIN if you can afford it. Those on a TIGHT INCOME could get them FREE.

VANCE HAS TO QUIT PLAYING GAMES - LEAVE THAT TO "STANDISH CONSORTIUM!" Unless he is a "WOE! WOE! CREATURE!" who for SEVEN YEARS cried out: "WOE! WOE! TO JERUSALEM!" but he did not know what to do about it - he stayed right there and was "SLAIN IN THE SIEGE HE HAD FORETOLD. NOT ONE CHRISTIAN PERISHED!" 1884 GC 31-2. GC 30.

DEATH UNLESS YE "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" "FLEE-FROM-THE-WRATH-TO-COME!" 1884 GC 38. (See how they BUTCHERED THAT UP IN YOUR GC 37.)

THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY-!!! ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED:
(1) A "LAODICEAN MESSAGE!" FIND IT - SM 1:196.
(2) FIND IT IN "THE SHAKING!!" CHAPTER - T1:181.
(3) THE "LAODICEANS! WILL "RISE UP AGAINST IT!"
(4) "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" GIVE IT! T1:179.
(5) THEY WIPED THAT OUT OF EW 289. NOW IT WON'T HAPPEN-???
(7) GOD GOES ALONG WITH YOUR "ROTTEN!" CHURCH LEADERS--??? IN THE "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" T8:250. TM 446.
(9) "UNMASKING!" MAKES THEM AS "MAD!" AS THE DEVIL!
(10) THEY CALL IN "CATHOLIC LAWYERS!" 1884 GC 425.
(11) THEY GET SO DEVILISH MAD! 1884 GC 425. THEY UNITE WITH "EVANGELICALS!" YOUR GC 445
(13) ARE YOU AWAKE - ADVENTIST--???
(14) DO YOU KNOW WHERE THESE JEWISH ARE TAKING YOU?
(15) "JOIN THE RANKS OF THE OPPOSITION!"
(16) (KEEP SUNDAY!) YOUR GC 608. (426.) (ALSO 1884 278.)
(17) THEY END UP IN THE "OMEGA!" SM 1:196-7, 204-5.
(18) THIS - as we started out to tell you is "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO!" (AND NOT FROM!) THE "LAODICEANS!"
(19) "RISE UP AGAINST IT--???
(20) OF COURSE THEY WILL!
(21) (WE REPEAT!) THAT IS T1:81. ("SHAKING!")
(22) GET THE VANCE FERRELL PAPERS AND "GO YE OUT-!!!"
(23) WHICH YOU SHOULD HAVE DONE LONG AGO-!!!
(24) THIS MAY BE "YOUR LAST MESSAGE-!!!"
(25) DO YOU NEED ANY MORE--???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 15, 1995

"SDA MINISTRY" MAGAZINE. (NO. THAT'S NOT THE TITLE-!!! NOT SINCE THEY DECIDED TO BE "THE HEAD AND NOT THE TAIL!" (A CATHOLIC SLOGAN!) NOW IT IS AN "INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL FOR PASTORS!") I was so DISGUSTED with this APRIL 1995 number - I threw it in the GARBAGE - but then I went and fished it out again. No, I am NOT going to let them get away with this:

NOT LET THEM GET AWAY WITH WHAT - ???

"A REVIVAL COMING. WILL YOU BE PART OF IT--???
page book. "ONLY!" U.S. $10.95 / Can. $15.90. NAME OF BOOK: "IF MY PEOPLE PRAY." And across the page - "ANOTHER BOOK!" (BOY! HE'S GOING TO MAKE MONEY ON THIS DEAL!) Could this be a "COMMITTEE OF PIG-EATING - BEER-SWILLING JEWS?" That spent SEVEN YEARS ON THIS SO "CLIFFORD GOLDSCHMIDT!" could hang his name on it--???
(Or rather "THEM!" TWO BOOKS.)
REMEMBER YEARS AGO THIS CLIFFORD GOLDSTEIN SAID THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY TO DEAL WITH JEWS - give them ANYTHING they WANT-!!! I wouldn't give one worn-out THIN DIME for any BOOK by LAODICEAN JEW GOLDSTEIN-!!!

SO HE IS LEADING THE MINISTRY OF THE ADVENTISTS AND THE WORLD (AND ALL THE PEOPLE THEY MINISTER TO) - TO BELIEVE A "REVIVAL IS COMING!" (AND NO DOUBT "MRS. WHITE SAID SO!")

WHAT "MRS. WHITE" SAID:

(A) "A REVIVAL IS COMING-!!!"
(B) "AN OMEGA OF APOSTASY IS COMING-!!!"
(C) WHICH ARE WE GOING TO BELIEVE-??? (AND HEAP TOGETHER REFERENCES TO PROVE IT!)
(D) WE HAVE TO DO ONE OF TWO THINGS:
(E) THROW HER OUT-!!! OR PROVE WHAT SHE MEANT-!!!
(F) THERE IS NO MIDDLE GROUND-!!! WE CANNOT BELIEVE BOTH!
(G) OUR SOUL'S DESTINY HANGS IN THE BALANCE-!!!

LET'S DEAL WITH FACTS-!!!

(1) There is a "CHURCH MILITANT!"
(2) There is a "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!"
(3) "THE CHURCH MILITANT IS NOT THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT-!!!"
(4) IF YOU SAY IT IS - YOU CALL HER "A LIAR!" SHE SAID:
(5) (IT IS NOT-!!!) TM 61. (AND MAYBE A DOZEN MORE!)
(6) They can show you ONE that says the CHURCH MILITANT-
(7) "IS NOT NOW THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT-!!!" TM 21.
(8) THEY SHOVE THAT ONE RIGHT UP FRONT AND QUOTE THAT 10,000 TIMES-!!!
(9) It is still a LIE-!!!
(10) HERE WE WILL GET NOWHERE FAST - unless we ADMIT they CHANGED the BOOKS!
(11) HOW CAN WE PROVE THAT-??? "JOIN the Church TRIUMPHANT!"
(12) (IT IS A SEPARATE ENTITY! YOU DO NOT JOIN WHAT YOU ALREADY BELONG TO! FCE 179.)
(13) TO PROVE THIS FURTHER:
(14) FIND 20 REFERENCES WHERE "THE CHURCH!" HAS JOINED! THE OTHER CHURCHES AND THE WORLD! "IN COMMON!" GC 145. 1884 GC 278.
(15) So if we are caught in that TRAP - we have to "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" and "JOIN!" another "MOVEMENT!" GC 464.

(16) "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" ALSO A "COUNTERFEIT!" (Same 464.)

(17) Now with this BACKGROUND - MAYBE WE CAN UNDERSTAND THIS.

(18) THE NEST OF JEWS WANTS "A REVIVAL-???" MINISTRY APRIL 1995 p.22. (GOLDSTEIN.)

"THE ENEMY OF SOULS" (This was DELIBERATE! To CHANGE the STYLE/DICTION so the CASUAL READER will BRUSH over it and NOT SEE what it is SAYING. HERE IS WHAT IT IS SAYING.)

"THE ENEMY OF SOULS (SATAN THE DEVIL) THROUGH THE MINISTERS! (TM 409) has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION (ONLY A SUPERSTITIOUS SUPPOSITION! NO FOUNDATION TO IT! JUST A FIGMENT OF IMAGINATION!)...THE SUPPOSITION that a "GREAT REFORMATION!" was to take place among "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS..." SM 1:204.
SO THAT IS ALL THAT "MINISTRY" APRIL 1995 is giving us—!!!
NO VALUE WHATSOEVER! JUST A SATANIC HOAX! By those
WEAK-MINDED enough to fall for what this TESTIMONY RE-
VEALS! "THEIR FOUNDATION WOULD BE BUILT ON THE
"SAND!" (DID YOU EVER HEAR A MINISTER TELL YOU WHAT
"SAND!" IS—???) "STORM AND TEMPEST!!" (IS WHAT IS
COMING) WOULD SWEET AWAY THE STRUCTURE? SM 1:204-5.
READ ON AND SEE IT IS "WORTHLESS—!!! " SOPHISTRIES!
"ERRORS!" that must be "MET!"..."MEET IT!"...you will be HON-
ORED! NOT if you JOIN IT!! But if you DONT JOIN IT!! Do you
see anything else THERE—??? LOOK IT UP! It is your SOUL!
DONT GIVE THEM THE TIME OF DAY! Let them RANT and
RAVE to OTHERS! NOT YOU—!!!

THERE WILL BE NO "GREAT REFORMATION!!" AMONG "ADVEN-
TISTS!!" AND THE TRUE "REFORMATION!!" ("MOVEMENT!!") THAT
IS TO "COME!!" BELIEVE IT OR NOT - when the "POWER!!" is
poured out at its GREATEST—!!! The "NUMBERS!!" - "LESSEN!!
T1:182. EW 271. And to START with, it is only "A COMPANY!!"
So where is your BIG - BIG - BIG - "SHEPHERD'S RODS!!" -
"INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES!!" THE TRUTH WILL KEEP YOU
FROM BEING TRAPPED with the DEVIL and HAL LINDSEY'S "MA-
JORITY!! "WHEN THE MAJORITY FORSAKE US...WHEN CHAM-
PIONS ARE FEW - THIS WILL BE OUR TEST!!" T5:136. 1882.

GET THIS MESSAGE OUT! SEND US MORE NAMES!!

20,000 CHARTS ARE PRINTED AND READY TO BE MAILED OUT!

(NOW THAT "MINISTRY!!" AND "GOLDSTEIN!!" CAN GO BACK IN
THE GARBAGE!!) WHERE THEY BELONG—!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 16, 1995 (EASTER SUNDAY)
I CANNOT LET THIS DAY PASS - without saying SOMETHING!
THIS IS THE DAY FOR HOOPLA! For all kinds of EXCITEMENT -
AMUSEMENT - DISNEYLAND EASTER PARADE! And the ADVEN-
TISTS WITH:

"IT IS WRITTEN!!"

MEDIocre, DEAD, LIFELESS PROGRAMME. I could not stand
him - I shut him off.
I know his LIMITATIONS - you do not spend a certain AMOUNT and then say ANYTHING YOU WANT! OH! NO! PART OF THE CONTRACT - you do not run down any other RELIGION! NO CHRISTIAN COULD SIGN ANY SUCH CONTRACT. THE ORDER OF GOD:

"THE SPIRIT OF HATRED which has existed with SOME BECAUSE the WRONGS among God's people have been REPROVED has brought BLINDNESS and a FEARFUL DECEPTION upon their own souls, making it IMPOSSIBLE for them to DISCRIMINATE between RIGHT and WRONG. They have put out their own SPIRITUAL EYESIGHT!"

DO YOU HALF REALIZE WHAT THIS IS SAYING???

"THE TRUE PEOPLE OF GOD, who have the SPIRIT of the WORK of the LORD and the SALVATION-OF-SOULS AT HEART, will ever view SIN-IN-ITS-REAL-SINFUL-CHARACTER...ESPECIALLY in the CLOSING WORK FOR THE CHURCH, in the SEALING TIME of the 144,000...SET-A-MARK upon the FOREHEADS of the MEN THAT SIGH AND THAT CRY for all the ABOMINATIONS that be done...IN THE CHURCH!!"

"...Read the 9th chapter of EZEKIEL. BUT THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE!...and BEGIN at MY SANCTUARY!" T3:266-7. RH 2:49. T5:505.

"...and BEGIN at MY SANCTUARY...at the ANCIENT MEN which were before the HOUSE." HERE-WE-SEE-THAT-THE-CHURCH... was the FIRST TO FEEL THE STROKE OF THE WRATH OF GOD. "PEACE and SAFETY!" is the CRY from...THOSE DUMB DOGS that would NOT BARK...ALL-PERISH-TOGETHER!" T5:211.

"When a CRISIS finally comes, as it surely will...THEIR CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE and are not of the RIGHT KIND." T2:271.

ALL WE HAVE BEEN HEARING LATELY FROM THE "JOHN J. GROSBOLLS" and his "GANG OF 40!" and this "IT IS WRITTEN!" PROGRAMME THIS "EASTER SUNDAY!" is "LOVE!" and "UNITY!"

NO SHOWING OF ANY "ABOMINATIONS!" It would, of course, require an ENTIRELY DIFFERENT PERSONALITY to be in the MIDST of them WHOOPING IT UP around their GOLDEN Calf to FACE THEM LIKE MOSES as he came down from the MOUNT - or like JOHN THE BAPTIST - to call them what they were:
"A GENERATION OF VIPERS!!!"

EZEBIEL 8 is the "ABOMINATION!" CHAPTER. "TURN THEE YET AGAIN and thou shalt see GREATER ABOMINATIONS that they do!" ENDS UP IN EZEBIEL 8:13 to 16. THE ORIGINAL "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" AND EVERY HONEST MINISTER will acknowledge that this is the keeping of X-MASS and EASTER! THE WORST ABOMINATIONS IN THE SIGHT OF GOD-!!! And to THINK that "ONCE-UPON-A-TIME!" the ADVENTIST MINISTRY TESTIFIED AGAINST THOSE ABOMINATIONS! and against "I AM SAVED!" "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!...should NEVER be taught to say or to feel that THEY ARE "SAVED!" THIS IS MISLEADING!...THEY ARE UNPREPARED!" COL 154-5. (AND 20 MORE!)

TO THINK THAT THIS NEW CLASS OF ADVENTISTS WILL SPEND - WHAT WAS IT-??? $129,000.00 to give the WORLD a "CHRISTMAS PROGRAM!" OVER "IT IS WRITTEN!" and now face the CHORUS GIRLS WHOOPING IT UP! And "IT IS WRITTEN!" saying NARY-A-WORD! SHOWING THEM NO "ABOMINATIONS!" and therefore CANNOT-BE-SEALED-!!! T3:267. T5:505.

THEY CANNOT GIVE YOU "IT IS WRITTEN!"

ON THE "IT IS WRITTEN!" SHOW-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 17, 1995

Well, we're safely past another EASTER the GREATEST "ABOMINATION!" in the "ABOMINATION!" chapter - EZEBIEL 8. Expect some EARTH-SHAKING HAPPENINGS - this year. We will watch for next EASTER. But there is something we need to know about "THE SEALING!" Very important. FEW KNOW IT. Those who did know it - have forgotten it. We are not going into DETAILS - that takes too long. We have done that through the years. So we are going to very BLUNT here when we tell you:

1. EZEBIEL 9 shows six men (DESTROYING ANGELS) come out of the TEMPLE IN HEAVEN -
2. By way of the "HIGHER GATE!" We never did find out what that means.
3. "ONE AMONG THEM!" had a "WRITER'S INK Horn BY HIS SIDE!" (VERSE 2.)
4. The FIVE WAITED beside the "BRAZEN ALTAR!" They could not do any "SLAUGHTERING!" until:

- 23 -
(5) THE "SEALING ANGEL!" placed a "MARK!" on the "FOREHEAD!" of the "PHILADELPHIANS!"
(7) The picture is one of INTENSITY - EXCITEMENT - DRAMA - POISED-TO-KILL!!! - SLAUGHTER-!!!
(8) At such a time as this - EXPECT SATAN to REVEL about "THE LOVE OF GOD!"
(9) 1884 GC 374-9. YOUR GC 554-562. "...to be AWAKENED ONLY by the outpouring of the WRATH OF GOD!" 1884 GC 379. GC 562.
(10) But the point that all have MISSED! PROBATION THEN HAS ALREADY CLOSED-!!!
(11) THERE IS NO HOPE IN THE "SEALING TIME!" It is based on "CHARACTER!"
(12) You either HAVE it or you DON'T-!!! BRINSMEAD said that's when you "BEGIN!" to BUILD "A CHARACTER!"
(13) How so MANY were FooLED SO LONG by that MONSTROSITY - I will never know!

QUESTION FOR TODAY

Where is there the SLIGHTEST HINT that there is ANY HOPE in "THE SEALING TIME-???” THE SEALING ANGEL does no FOOLING AROUND-!!! "AWFUL IS HIS MISSION-!!!" EW 89,118,261, 263,277. HE STAMPS WHAT HE FINDS-!!! COL 412 (421). ("TOO LATE FOR THE SOUL'S NEED TO BE SUPPLIED!") Then they can HOWL and LAMENT and PULL THEIR HAIR - all in vain! They can also PLAN on HEPPENSTALL'S JEWISH HOPE OF BEING "GIVEN A CHARACTER!" when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES! WHAT A CRAZY WORLD! NO ONE is "GIVEN!" A "CHARACTER!" We are given "TALENTS!" "WE-FORM-THE-CHARACTER!" COL 331,342,353-5. (A BEAUTIFUL PICTURE! COL 356.)

SATAN WOULD LOVE TO SEE US BELIEVE ANYTHING BUT THE TRUTH. IF THERE WOULD BE HOPE (FOR THE ADVENTIST WORLD!) IN THE MIDDLE OF THE "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!" IT WOULD NOT COME "SILENTLY, UNNOTICED" as the MIDNIGHT THIEF, will come the DECISIVE HOUR which marks the FIXING of every man's DESTINY, the final WITHDRAWAL of mercy's offer to guilty men." GC 491,615. "SOON - none know HOW SOON - it will pass to the CASES of the LIVING!" 1884 GC 315.
SOME have written REAMS and REAMS of PAPER and MONTHS and YEARS of DENIAL of the above CLEAR-CUT WORDS - to us it is only the BRAYING of a JACKASS in the CALIFORNIA BREEZE! If you write and tell us YOU WERE ONE - it makes no difference - it is still the BRAYING OF A JACKASS-!!!

IF YOU WOULD KNOW THE INSULTS WE TOOK because we would not BEND-!!! WHY SHOULD WE-??? EVERY ONE OF THEM FAILED - of course this is not going to go on FOREVER! One day soon it will HAPPEN and those UNPREPARED can WAIL and HOWL - all for NOTHING! We know by SIGNS - that it is NEAR - VERY NEAR! THE SEALING and then the SLAUGHTER!

WHAT WE WANT TO BRING TODAY IS:

"THE SHAKING!" chapter is "THE SEALING!" chapter. The "URIAH SMITH" GANG OF FIVE! didn't like it - so they CHANGED it! There are three "SHAKING!" chapters - all different. (A) RH BOOK 1:32. (B) T1:179. (C) EW 269. T1:179 is much the SAME as RH 1:32 with ADDED FOOTNOTES BY EGW. They do not LIKE those FOOTNOTES so they claim she did not make them-!!! I am glad "ALL LIARS!" will go for a swim in "THE LAKE OF FIRE!" Your SOUL'S SALVATION DEPENDS on the OUTLINE in "THE SHAKING (SEALING) CHAPTER!"

(1) THE VERY FIRST THING: "November 20, 1857, I was shown "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" and saw them MIGHTILY SHAKEN!" T1:179. (Is that what you see in EW 269?) (There you do not know WHO is "SHAKEN!")
(2) There was a REASON for giving "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" What do these "PEOPLE OF GOD!" do - ???
(3) They see what is COMING ON THE CHURCH - so they ACONIZE! They are deeply CONCERNED. Now you WATCH-THAT-WORD-!!! THIS IS THE KEY-!!!
(4) To make this as SIMPLE as possible. Because this SOME! will be SAVED! Follow them.
(5) The SECOND "SOME!" (T1:180) COULDN'T-CARE-LESS! ("INDIFFERENT AND CARELESS!")
(6) "THE ANGELS OF GOD LEFT THESE...THE ANGELS LEFT THOSE WHO MADE NO EFFORT!!" T1:180-1.
(7) WOULD YOU BELIEVE THE "SELF-CONFESSED!" "AWAKENING!" came from AUSTRALIA (1959-60) BEATING THEIR "TOM-TOMS!" for "NO EFFORT!!" AND THE MAJORITY FELL FOR THEM-!!!
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(8) AND THEY TOOK OATH THEY "BELIEVED!" THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" DID ANY "REPENT-???"

(9) THE FIRST "SOME!" give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" to these "LUKEWARM LAODICEANS!"

(10) THE LAODICEANS "RISE UP AGAINST IT!" (T1:181) AND THE FIGHT IS ON-!!!

(11) "THE DESTINY OF THE CHURCH HANGS!" T1:181 on HOW THEY-TREAT-THIS-MESSAGE-!!!

(12) We already saw (On the top of that page!) "THE ANGELS OF GOD!" left them!

(13) WHILE THE "GUARDIAN ANGELS!" DOUBLED around the FAITHFUL ONES if they STUCK-TO-IT!

(14) BUT THE FOOTNOTES SHOW (T1:181) some go BACK to the poor abused "LAODICEANS!"

(15) And it tells you "WHEN!" as CLEAR as CLEAR can be! "BEFORE THE FIERCE ANGER OF THE LORD!"

(16) CAN YOU IMAGINE ANYONE (HUDSON!) TWISTING THIS RIGHT AROUND AS A PROMISE TO "LAODICEANS!"

(17) I NEVER HEARD BUT SURELY THE "ANGEL OF GOD!" MUST HAVE STRUCK HIM DOWN-!!!

(18) AS HE WILL A LOT MORE! That is the SENSE of the REST of "THE SHAKING!" CHAPTER!

(19) NOTICE THE OPPOSITE OF ALL LAODICEAN EXPECTATIONS! As "THE SPIRIT!" IS POUR ED OUT-!!!

(20) "THE NUMBERS!" - "LESSEN!" So let those BOAST and BLOW that they have such an "INCREASE!"

(21) That is but the "BRAYING OF A JACKASS!" The NUMBERS "LESSEN!" and in the first CASE:

(22) They are only a "COMPANY!" And it says "PEOPLE OF GOD!" T1:182-3. Isn't this WONDERFUL-???

(23) There you have the TRUTH of the "SHAKING-SEALING!" (NO "SUNDAY LAW!" IN SIGHT!)

(24) And it is ALL OVER-!!! MAKE SURE what you TEACH OTHERS IS ACCURATE-!!!

(25) "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 18, 1995

"THE SHAKING (SEALING) CHAPTER!" takes up what it takes to be SEENED/SAVED! NOT ONE WORD ABOUT "ROMANISM!" OR "SUNDAY LAW!"

"THE SEAL OF GOD!" CHAPTER - T5:211. AGAIN, NOT ONE DIRECT WORD ABOUT "ROMANISM!" OR "SUNDAY LAW!"
AGAIN - dealing with the SAME SUBJECT - "THE SHAKING, TESTING TIME!" SEPARATION BETWEEN "GOLD AND DROSS!" AGAIN, NOT ONE DIRECT WORD ABOUT "ROMANISM!" OR "SUNDAY LAW!"

AGAIN - we have the SAME THOUGHT - dealing with the SUBJECT of the LAST "CRISIS!" when so-called "BRETHREN!" take their stand with THE OTHER CHURCHES, not one DIRECT WORD ABOUT "ROMANISM!" OR "SUNDAY LAW!"

CONCLUSION

YOU CAN "KEEP-THE-SABBATH!" OVERNIGHT! You cannot BUILD A CHARACTER OVERNIGHT! In fact, that is what we are told "DIRECTLY!" LOST BECAUSE "IT WILL BE TOO LATE!" COL 412 (421).

COMING BACK TO "THE SHAKING (SEALING) CHAPTER!"

AND OTHER REFERENCES that shows the RUNNING FIGHT between "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" and the "COULDN'T-CARE-LESS LAODICEANS! "CLEANSE YOUR HANDS...YE DOUBLE-MINDED!" T1:180. "I SAW THAT MANY WERE NEGLECTING THE PREPARATION SO NEEDFUL AND WERE LOOKING TO THE TIME OF "REFRESHING!" and the "LATTER RAIN!" to fit them!...OH, HOW MANY I SAW in the "TIME OF TROUBLE!" WITHOUT-A-SHELTER-!!!" EW 71.

THEN IN THE FINAL MOMENT OF TIME -

"THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" having FOUGHT the "LAODICEANS!" inch by inch - ALL-THE-WAY!!! WHEN THE "LAODICEANS!" drop all PRETENSE and go ALL-THE-WAY as shown GC 608 (426) and KEEP "SUNDAY!" "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" will FIGHT them on this FINAL ISSUE ALSO and keep the SABBATH MORE STRICT than ever before! THE LAODICEANS will EXPLODE with "RAGE!" GC 607-8 (426-6). "THEY ACT LIKE MEN WHO HAVE LOST THEIR REASON!" TM 70. (LIKE THE JEWS OF OLD.) "...so FILLED WITH PREJUDICE and HATRED that they could HARDLY BE RESTRAINED-!!!" TM 72-3. "...just what SATAN would desire to have them - UNBALANCED-IN-MIND-!!!" TM 56. "...before the FIERCE ANGER OF THE LORD COME UPON YOU-!!!" T1:180. (REPEATED THREE TIMES!) "HIS WRATH COMMENCES!" T5:208. "THEIR WICKED COURSE HE WILL TOLERATE NO LONGER, AND IN HIS WRATH HE DEALS WITH THEM WITHOUT MERCY!" T5:212. (IT IS BEFORE THIS TIME!) "NO ONE NEED SAY THAT HIS CASE IS HOPELESS-!!!" T5:215.
IT IS NOW that we must wash our robes of CHARACTER...IT IS NOW that we must OVERCOME...NOW is the TIME to PREPARE... (FOR THE SEAL!) T5:215-6. "YOU CAN BE SAVED...!!!" T5:218.

HHHHHHH

They might try to stop us by LAW. They tried it BEFORE. The one who tried it DROPPED DEAD—!!! They are cranking themselves up to TRY AGAIN—!!! ESPECIALLY when we EXPOSE THEIR GREATEST OCCULTISM/SPRITUALISM — "I AM SAVED!" "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!" COL 154. TAKE ANY TRANSLATION OF "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" — 1884 - 1888 - 1911. "SPRITUALISM CHAPTER!" THREE TIMES the "I AM SAVED!" "ASSURANCE!" is MIND-WEAKENING "SPRITUALISM!" THE GREATEST ENEMY OF GOD! THREE TIMES! EW 101.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 19, 1995

THIS MORNING THE TELEVISION NEWS WAS INTERRUPTED WITH A "SPECIAL!" THE VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA WATER SUPPLY WAS FOUND TO BE CONTAMINATED WITH A DEADLY VIRUS — "BEAVER FEVER!" WE HAPPEN TO KNOW ALL ABOUT IT. ONE OF OUR WORKERS DOWN SOUTH AT THE SHOP GOT IT AND THERE IS NO KNOW CURE — IT KILLED HIM.

THE HOLY SPIRIT

We are told as God's "HOLY SPIRIT!" is withdrawn — God's protective HAND is WITHDRAWN and we do not appreciate how IMPORTANT that is — that He covers us in the time of our IGNORANCE — but as LIGHT comes and we REJECT the LIGHT — HIS HAND IS WITHDRAWN and we are left on our own. All we need do is be "INDIFFERENT and CARELESS...THE ANGELS OF GOD LEFT THESE...LEFT BEHIND IN DARKNESS...LEAVING THESE TO THE CONTROL OF EVIL ANGELS!" T1:180,181,182,187.

ALL THE RADIO AND TELEVISION "EVANGELISTS!" KNOW IS "LOVE and UNITY!" THE HARLOTS OF FOLLYWOOD KNOW THAT ALSO AND SOMETHING LIKE 85% END UP SUICIDES—!!! WE NEED "THE ELIJAH MESSAGE!" "LET NO ONE ESCAPE!" KEEP YOUR "LOVE!" UNDER CONTROL! YOUR CRAZY CHURCH LEADERS WANT IT TO BE "EVERLASTING and UNCONDITIONAL!"
THEY DO NOT BELIEVE SEVEN LINES IN T5:208

"LOVE!" - "MERCY!" - "PATIENCE!" - "HOPE!" - "PROBATION!"
grinds to a "SUDDEN HALT!" NO MORE EVER AGAIN!!! Do you
see anything else in those SEVEN LINES-???
"THE MINISTRY
OF HIS WRATH COMMENCES! "THERE IS NO MORE PLEADING
OF MERCY!" T5:208. Once you get on to it - you can find a
DOZEN MORE references in BIBLE and TESTIMONIES of the
"SUDDEN!" close of Probation on the "ADVENTIST WORLD!"
STANDISH CONSORTIUM (REFORMERS!) - "GANG OF 40!" -
FIRST! Those in the "GREATEST LIGHT!" WE ARE GLAD THE
"20,000 CHARTS ARE HERE!" It took two hours to put them
away!

THEY ARE NOT MEANT TO WIN ANY

"INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES!"

We leave that to the "BRAYING OF JACKASSES IN THE CALI-
FORNIA BREEZE!"

(A) The "PROTESTANTS!" of the "UNITED STATES!" will be
"FOREMOST!" GC 588.
(B) In "STRETCHING!" ("HER HAND!") ACROSS THE GULF TO
GRASP THE HAND "OF SPIRITUALISM!" 1884 GC 405.
(C) "A GOD OF LOVE!" is presented: "PLEASING, BEWITCHING
FABLES!" 1884 GC 405.

CAN YOU FIND THAT IN YOUR GC 588-???

(D) INSULTING THE GOD OF HEAVEN AND HIS "INVESTIGATIVE
JUDGMENT!" (1884 GC 307.)
(E) "SPIRITUALISM!" CHAPTER OF ANY TRANSLATION OF "THE
GREAT CONTROVERSY!"
(F) THREE TIMES THE FOLKENBERG "ASSURANCE!" of Salva-
tion and JOHNSON'S "I AM SAVED!"
(G) THREE TIMES this is RAW "SPIRITUALISM!" SATAN THE
DEVIL'S "REFORMATION!" SM 1:204-5.
(H) The very fact that it will win "SENSELESS RABBLE!" brands
it as a "COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 21, 1995

"FROM BAD - TO WORSE!" - "PRESENT TRUTH" p.22, August 1849.

(LEFT OUT OF EW 45.) LEFT OUT of the thinking of ADVEN-
TISM. Maybe now it won't happen-???
WHAT WON'T HAPPEN-?? WE WILL COME TO IT.

FIRST - if we have a good working KNOWLEDGE of what is being taught in ADVENTISM today - that IDIOT CLOWN "JOHNSSON" of the "ADVENTIST REVIEW!" having nothing but "VISIONS OF GLORY!" for the ADVENTIST CHURCH as they gear up to give "THE LOUD CRY!"

HE IS NOT ALONE:

THE WRITERS (EDITORS) of other CHURCH MAGAZINES such as "THE NORTH PACIFIC UNION CONFERENCE" "GLEANEY!" leave "JOHNSSON!" FAR BEHIND in their RACE to see who can give the BEST ADULATIONS for a LOST CHURCH in the last END of "THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" They see nothing but "PRAISE!" NO "ABOMINATIONS!" IN SIGHT-!!! They would SHOOT "JEREMIAH!" if he appeared on the scene. GC 458-60,520. T4:164, 167-8,182. PK 170-3,408-9,417-9,441-3,447,455-7.

CAN YOU FIND THIS IN YOUR BOOK - ???

"At this time, when WICKEDNESS is at its height, ministers of the Gospel are crying, "PEACE and SAFETY!" Upon those minds are thus set at REST - SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh. UNPREPARED they shall NOT ESCAPE" SERIES B2:23. JUNE 1904. (MUCH THE SAME - T5:211.)

(THAT WAS THE SIN, THE AMBITION OF CANRIGHT): "...to lead you to sell your BIRTHRIGHT for a mess of POTTAGE - the FRIENDSHIP of the Lord's ENEMIES - I want NOT-TO-HEAR anything of your DOUBTS...I beg of you to go ENTIRELY away from those who believe the TRUTH! DO-NOT-POISON-THE-MINDS-OF-OTHERS!" "NOTEBOOK LEAFLETS" Vol. 1, p.66-7. "THE CHURCH is in the LAODICEAN STATE. The presence of God is-not-in-her-midst!" (SAME p.91.)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 24, 1995

We have the CHURCH - we have the various SEGMENTS of what we will call "REFORM!" all preaching ONE MESSAGE! "KINDERTAGEN STUFF!" (THE A-B-C's) Each one claiming to give "THE LAST MESSAGE!" and ALL in the SAME RUT-!!! ONE CLASS wax eloquent on the favorite ADVENTIST INDOOR SPORT! "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" Another CLASS take you one step past the DIAPER STAGE! The alleged "LOVE OF GOD!" is "UNCONDITIONAL!" (NO CONDITIONS? HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET?)
You are supposed to be overcome and SWOON at how they are giving the "LAST MESSAGE!" And there is nothing "LAST!" about it - it is what has been GENERALLY TAUGHT FOR ENDLESS DECADES-!!! ONE GROUP - that has raised MILLIONS! tells you of holding a MEETING and have "120!" in ATTENDANCE! Some do it by TELEVISION - again NOTHING but "A-B-C's!" KINDERGARTEN! THE BIG thing about it is "THEM!" A NEW TEAM but playing the SAME GAME! What a SHAME! Speaking of what "THEY!" are going to do in the DECADE AFTER the year 2,000-!!! DISGUSTING-!!!

GROTHEER is coming CLOSER when he writes "ADVENTISTS and CATHOLICS TOGETHER!" and DOCUMENTS it. "SPECIAL REPORT 95(1)" (MEDICAL COOPERATION.) IS THAT GC 607? LEADING TO GC 608? PRECEDED BY GC 445 with BARNHOUSE and MARTIN. THE ITCH FOR "LOVE and UNITY!" The desire of the HARLOT of T8:250. "PEACE and SAFETY" on that SAME PAGE to be followed by "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION!" and they shall NOT ESCAPE! T5:211.

THE CHART BEARS THAT MESSAGE. If you would know how the DEVIL threw up one ROADBLOCK after the other until we had 20,000 SAFELY HOME! Just a day or two ago. THE DEVIL IS NOT DONE YET! The COMPUTER-TYPEWRITER OPERATOR is not here to set this up. His Mother had her leg taken off with GANGRENE (CANCER) a day or two ago and is in very bad shape in the HOSPITAL in TRAIL (100 miles from here). So you will get this INFORMATION - who knows WHEN-??

CUTTING THROUGH ALL THIS - WHAT IS THE LAST MESSAGE-??

JUST THE OPPOSITE OF WHAT THE CHURCH AND AFFILIATES ARE GIVING YOU-!!! ROMANISM-?? A-B-C's-?? KINDERGARTEN STUFF-?? "PEACE and SAFETY-??" UNCONDITIONAL LOVE-??

UNCONDITIONAL HATE-!!!

We will not know the DAY or the HOUR. It comes "SILENTLY, UNNOTICED!" as a "THIEF!" in the "NIGHT!" GC 491 (315). But we will KNOW when it is "NEAR!" WHAT IS NEAR-??

SEVEN LINES IN T5:208

THE END of all your COMMON GABBLE-!!! THE SUDDEN END OF ALL PROBATION-!!! NO "ROMANISM!" NO "SABBATH!" NO "SUNDAY!"
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ONLY ONE THING REMAINS OR COUNTS! YOUR "CHARACTER!"
The ONLY ONE THING you can take to HEAVEN—!!! COL 332.
Do we WAIT for HEPPENSTALL of the JEWISH TALMUD to "GIVE US A CHARACTER!" when "CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES—???
"IT IS NOW—!!!" COL 342.

"SUDDENLY—!!!" WE WILL BE "WEIGHED IN THE BALANCES!"
And the END of all PREACHING—!!! "THERE IS NO MORE PLEADING OF MERCY—!!!" T5:208. "THE ACCOUNT IS CLOSED!"
(SAME 7 LINES 208.) WHAT NO PREACHER IS GIVING YOU:

"THE MINISTRY OF HIS WRATH COMMENCES—!!!" (SAME 208.) "WRATH: unmixed with "MERCY!" "THE SEAL OF GOD or or or...THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" "THEN IT WILL BE FOREVER TOO LATE TO REPENT!" (All this in T5:212.) OH! WE CAN'T HAVE THAT—!!! THAT IS DEALING IN THE "NEGATIVE!" WHERE IS FROOM AND HIS ERASER—??? THIS IS "THE LAST MESSAGE—!!!" THIS IS 20,000 CHARTS! ORDER 20 and send them around! We will mail them to you IN ENVELOPES! READY TO MAIL! SAMPLE COPY — $7.50 to U.S.A. & CANADA. $10.00 to ALL OTHER COUNTRIES. FIVE COPIES — $25.00 to U.S.A. & CANADA. $35.00 to ALL OTHER COUNTRIES. (ALL PRICES QUOTED IN U.S. FUNDS.)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 25, 1995

WHAT CAN I TELL YOU TODAY - THAT I HAVEN'T TOLD YOU ALREADY—??? THE HORROR OF THE OKLAHOMA CITY BOMBING HAS HORRIFIED THE WHOLE WORLD as to how EVIL men can become. THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT from the top down - are out to CATCH the DEVILS.

But this is no less HORRIBLE than the GOVERNMENT of RWANDA ordering their soldiers (And they obey—???) and MACHINE-GUN STARVING REFUGEES - the NEWS MEDIA keeps saying 2,000 shot DEAD - who did NOTHING and could not NOT-THING to call for such TREATMENT and send MILLIONS running for their LIVES! (And some reports say they MACHINE-GUNNED 5,000!) Talk about "HOLOCAUST—!!!" ONE GOVERNMENT tries to STOP IT - another GOVERNMENT PROMOTES IT! And this is NOT 50 YEARS AGO - this is "NOW—!!!" MAN IS SO ROTTEN THE LORD HAS TO DESTROY THIS "GENERATION OF VIPESHS!" AND HE WILL—!!! While the PREACHERS Slobber about "PEACE and SAFETY!" and "LOVE and UNITY!" IN BARNYARD LANGUAGE: "BRAINLESS BOOBS!!"
IN PROPHETIC LANGUAGE - "WOE TO THE BLOODY CITY!"

"TO THE POT WHOSE SCUM IS THEREIN, AND WHOSE SCUM IS NOT GONE OUT OF IT!...HER SCUM SHALL BE IN-THE-FIRE-!!!"
EZEKIEL 24:6,12. SO THE BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND FOLLOWERS WHO FLATTER THOSE WHO COME TO THEM, AND CURSE THOSE WHO GO OUT FROM THEM - but it is RIGHT THERE that the LORD FINDS "HIS PEOPLE - REMNANT - PHILADELPHIAN OUTCASTS-!!!" That He comes to "GATHER - SEAL - BLESS!" Because they were MEN and WOMEN enough to:

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

THEY WOULD NOT GO LOW ENOUGH TO GO ALONG WITH THAT TRIBE OF "MALCONTENTS!" "IN THE BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD! I WAS POINTED TO THOSE WHO "CLAIM" TO BE "ADVENTISTS!"...and saw that they were CRUMBLING and that the HAND of the LORD was in their MIDST to DIVIDE and SCATTER them NOW - IN-THE-GATHERING-TIME, so that the PRECIOUS JEWELS AMONG THEM...may have their EYES OPENED...and to "LEAVE-!!!" EW 69. (Then expect those to be "SLANDERED!" and their CHARACTERS "ATTACKED!" EW 69,70.)

OH! WE DON'T KNOW HALF OF WHAT THE HOLY WRITINGS ARE TEACHING-!!! HER "SCUM" HAS NOT GONE OUT OF IT - HER "SCUM" SHALL BE "IN-THE-FIRE-!!!" EZE. 24:6,12.


THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 27, 1995

"HISTORIC! or "TRADITIONAL!" ADVENTISM

Those who employ this "SLOGAN!" WAR CRY PHRASE often do not know what they are TALKING ABOUT. ONE REASON CHRIST shed His HONORS, COMMAND, POSITION IN HEAVEN and came down to this SIN-CURSED EARTH, not only to DIE so that MEN and WOMEN would have a "SECOND CHANCE!" but also to "SMASH TRADITION!" To KNOW this and to PROVE it may be TWO DIFFERENT THINGS.
EVENTS

JAN HAMMOND, Rt. 2, Box 41-L, Gray Court, SC 29645.

SOME REAL NEWS — ???
Everybody is RAVING about the "LOVE!" of God. And we
should have "LOVE and UNITY!" Nothing else seems to matter.
NEW LIGHT — ???

GOD SWITCHES OFF "LOVE" (AND FOLKENBERG and JOHN-
SON!) Take T5:208. Read the CAPSULE: "With unerring accu-
racy......(read six lines to)......behalf." T5:208.

WHAT DO YOU SEE THERE — ??? PROBATION CLOSED FOR
THE WHOLE WORLD!!! NO MORE MERCY!!!

PHASE (1): MERCY — HOPE — LOVE — comes to a CRASHING
END!!! NO MORE — NEVER!!!

PHASE (2): WRATH OF GOD. UNMIXED WITH MERCY. Would
not be POPULAR to PREACH THIS!!! See the ADVEN-
tISTS rush over to STOP your RADIO PRO-
GRAMME. Because if you tell the TRUTH, the
WHOLE TRUTH, and NOTHING—BUT-THE-TRUTH —
you will tell them......

PHASE (1): MERCY — HOPE — LOVE — but He gets TIRED
of KNOCKING on the SHUT LAODICEAN DOOR. AND
HE PASSES BY!! (Look up every one IN ORDER!!)
ADVENTISTS GET IT FIRST! DANIEL 12:9—12.
HOSEA 4:14. AMOS 8:2,3. (NO "LOUD CRY!” —
"SILENCE!”) At long last that BIG LAODICEAN
MOUTH IS CLOSED! NO MORE DRUGS — CHRIST-
MASS — EASTER!

THEN THE INSULT OF ALL INSULTS —

PHASE (1): The LORD LEAVES THE LAODICEAN IN SMOKING
RUINS — PT 32. (We printed THOUSANDS of
copies, you may have one. It is also in RH 1:11.)

[Insert Page one]

IT IS A BIT STICKY AND COMPLICATED HERE:

THE LORD GATHERS THE OUTCASTS AND COMMISSIONS THEM (CALLED "REMNANT!") TO GIVE "THE LOUD CRY!" LAODICEA IS SOUND ASLEEP - not aware (YET!) that anything is going on! UNTIL AT "MIDNIGHT!" the cry is heard: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 406 (416).

THEY SENSE THAT THEY ARE SLATED FOR DESTRUCTION!

THEY now KNOW that a NEW "MOVEMENT!" takes their place! That this is the LAST WARNING to get "OUT!!" of there! The five "WISE!" are WISE enough to HUMBLE themselves and no longer DEMAND TO LEAD! And the WORD is there - the WISE "JOIN!" this "PROCESSION - THRONG - COMPANY!" COL 406.

There is no QUESTION about going "OUT!" The FOOLISH know that as well as the WISE - but their LEADERS tried to bring them into "COMMON!" with the other CHURCHES since AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION - R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. ALL CONFUSED they hold "REVELATION SEMINARS!" from coast to coast seeking the Lord - shall they FIND HIM-??? When they find "NOTHING!" and they come BACK - they had failed to notice five little WORDS in COL 406 (416). When the WISE "JOINED!" the "PROCESSION!" - "AND THE DOOR WAS SHUT!"

THEIR LEADERS (FOLKENBERG - JOHANSSON - STANDISH - "THE GANG OF 40!!")

Only knew "VICTORY!" and were NOT PREPARED for any LET-DOWN and CERTAINLY NOT to "JOIN!" any "OFFSHOOTS!" - "OUTCASTS!" - "SCUM-OF-THE-EARTH!" - "PURPLE-HEADS!" but when "THEY!" were "SETTING IT!" while PROBATION WAS STILL OPEN for the WORLD! T9:97. Then they came, even OFFERED THEIR MONEY - the Lord HAD THEM worship at the SAINTS' FEET! EW 15,30,37. (GC 608.) The "PROCESSION!" and the "WISE!" are LONG GONE - giving "THE LOUD CRY!" - "THE LAST MESSAGE!"

END OF PHASE (1)

PHASE (2): WICKED ALL DEAD. 144,000 ALIVE. ON EARTH.

{Insert Page Two}
PHASE (3): ANY WICKED ALIVE AFTER SEVEN KILLER PLAGUES ARE DESTROYED! "WITH THE BRIGHTNESS OF HIS COMING!" 2 THES. 2:8.

PHASE (4): HE CAME FOR HIS "JURY OF 12!" to sit for 1,000 YEARS.

PHASE (5): "But the REST of the DEAD lived not again until the 1,000 YEARS WERE FINISHED!" REV. 20:5.


PHASE (7): WICKED KILL EACH OTHER THEN FIRE FROM HEAVEN! GC 662 (476) to 669 (484-5), 672-3 (487-9).

PHASE (8): ETERNITY. GC 676-8. (491-2.)

SHOULD BE SOME EYES FLY WIDE OPEN—!!!
ADVENTIST LEADERS KEEP SUNDAY AND WILL BE: "OUR GREATEST ENEMIES!" GC 608 (426).

*****
SESSLER WON'T LIKE THIS AT ALL—!!!
THIS IS FUTURISM— IN "EVENTS!" IN THEIR ORDER:
"THE FUTURE IS OPENED BEFORE US!" GC 594 (412).

Anna & Vern Bates ("ECHOES FROM THE PAST." 890 Hitching Post Rd., Grants Pass, OR 97526.) Sent Sr. Ann a 300-page ($6.00 Book) (1842) "WILLIAM MILLER LECTURES!": I was determined I was going to have NOTHING to do with that book. But as I began to thumb through it I got more and more INTERESTED until I skimmed (NO WAY THAT I WOULD READ EVERY WORD OF HIS MEANDERING! DRIVE YOU CRAZY!) I am now at page 205 and I see where "URIAH SMITH!" PLAGIARIZED—STOLE—PURLOINED—NAILED TOGETHER what COLIN STANDISH and his "GANG OF 40!" would call "HISTORIC!" (HYSTERIC!) ADVENTISM. "ARMAGEDDON"—666—1798 (TIME SETTING!) WM. MILLER WAS SHOT THROUGH WITH IT! URIAH SMITH PUT THAT IN HIS (YOUR GC 266) along with 1843. What a letdown that this was all FUMBLED by URIAH SMITH and certainly NOT E.G.W! FRITZ ALSETH used that date — 1798! (YOUR GC 266.)

WM. MILLER also had "TURKEY! SICK MAN OF THE EAST!" (ANN SAYS THEY ARE FIGHTING RIGHT THIS MOMENT IN TURKEY!!!) Do we go by "HISTORIC ADVENTISM—???" NOT-A-CHANCE!

{Insert Page Three}

NOW THE STANDISH CONSORTIUM ALLOWS SOME SQUACKING - if FOLKENBERG DISFELLOWSHIPS THEM! I don't get it - do you-?? They LIST ALL KINDS of "ABOMINATIONS!" but yet are TERRIFIED if they lose their MEMBERSHIP-!!! Instead of "LEAPING-FOR-JOY!" (THE RED-LETTER WORDS OF CHRIST! LUKE 6:23) GOING AROUND STEPPING ON THEIR UNDERLIP! They would make GOOD CATHOLICS! TERRIFIED OF THE EX-COMMUNICATIVE BULL OF THE PAPACY-!!! "SATAN EXULTS, for he has INSPIRED THEM...THEY are FOLLOWING in-the-track-of-ROMANISM-!!!...RULE, RULE, has been their course of ACTION...A LIE, believed, practiced, becomes "A TRUTH!" to them!...These-are-false-gods!" TM 362-4.

TO BE MORE PLAIN - if "THE CHURCH!" is GUILTY of all the "ABOMINATIONS!" they tell us about - that is "THE LAST CHURCH!" that will be SAVED-??? Is not your "CHURCH MEMBERSHIP!" a DEATH SENTENCE-??? Some of us thought that 60 YEARS AGO! To save your Soul the LORD'S COMMAND: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" So what is all your BAWLING about-???

"LEAP FOR JOY-!!!"
LUTHER had to study the BIBLE to know what it TEACHES - then he had to STUDY IT AGAIN to be able to PROVE IT TO OTHERS! You know what that means - ???? People are SHALLOW - TAG-A-LONGS! RESPOND FAR MORE READILY TO "SPORTS!" "GAMES!" "ENTERTAINMENT!" "CROWDS!" "THE DANCE!" "THE SHOW!"

THE FIRST THING MOST PEOPLE WILL WANT TO KNOW - (NOT DOCUMENTATION - BIBLE PROOF! OH! NO!) HOW MANY ARE WITH YOU - ???? (NOT IMPORTANT ENOUGH TO PUT IN THE OLD INDEX OR THE INDEX IN THE BOOK!) "To the reproaches of his ENEMIES who taunted him with the WEAKNESS of his cause, LUTHER ANSWERED:...MOSES WAS ALONE...ELIJAH WAS ALONE...ISAIAH ALONE...EZEKIEL ALONE...GOD NEVER selected as a PROPHET either the HIGH PRIEST or any other GREAT PERSONAGE; but ordinarily He chose LOW and DESPISED men, once even the SHEPHERD AMOS. IN EVERY AGE, the SAINTS have had to REPROVE the GREAT, KINGS, PRINCES, PRIESTS, and WISE MEN, at the PERIL of their LIVES...OPPOSITION is the lot of ALL whom GOD EMPLOYS to present TRUTHS applicable to their TIME...there is a PRESENT TRUTH! for the CHURCH TODAY!...should not expect to be received with GREATER FAVOR than were earlier REFORMERS. THE GREAT CONTROVERSY between TRUTH and ERROR, between CHRIST and SATAN, is to INCREASE IN INTENSITY to the CLOSE of this WORLD'S HISTORY!..."WOE UNTO YOU," when all men speak well of you! for so did their FATHERS to the FALSE PROPHETS!" GC 142-4. "THE-GOSPEL-OF-CHRIST-CANNOT-BE-PREACHED-WITHOUT-OFFENSE!!!" GC 165. 1884 GC 139.

If I joined the FEW-OF-YOU I would NOT receive the HONOR that I would have if I do not rock-the-BOAT! I can tell you, without CONTRADICTION - such FACELESS TAG-A-LONGS - TAILGATE DRIVERS - will NEVER enter the ETERNITY OF BLISS! WHY SHOULD THEY - ????

"WE ARE NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!" GC 490. THE ORGANIZATIONALIST SLAVE SAYS WE ARE! THEY MUST HAVE "HISTORY" or "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" WHAT THE MAJORITY BELIEVE! THE RABBIS RUNNING THIS CHURCH WANT TO GO BY THE "TALMUD!" THE "INDIVIDUAL!" IS A "NOTHING!" THE COMMUNITY! IS EVERYTHING! "We must LEARN to stand ALONE...The SOONER we learn this - the BETTER!" EW 105. "I saw that ONE SAINT, if he were RIGHT, could move the Arm of God; but a MULTITUDE TOGETHER, if they were WRONG, would be WEAK and could effect NOTHING!" EW 120.
"We are NOT SAVED - IN GROUPS!" GC 490. (How many references do you think we could find - that SALVATION IS AN INDIVIDUAL WORK!) GC 490. (THE LUTHER REFORMA-
TION!) "AT WITTEMBERG A LIGHT WAS KINDLED whose RAYS should extend to the uttermost parts of the EARTH, and which was to increase in BRIGHTNESS to the Close of Time!" 1884 GC 101. (LEFT OUT OF SR 342.)

WOULD THE ADVENTIST CHURCH BE HEARD (IN THE "OMEGA!" OF APOSTASY!) TO BE ECHOING THE PAPAL DEGREE - DEATH! NO LIBERTY! MAGEN and SPAULDING p.1,2. "LET US REJECT THIS DECREES!" said the Princes. "In matters of CONSCIENCE THE "MAJORITY HAS NO POWER!" 1884 GC 159. GC 201.

THE PLEA FOR INDIVIDUAL "RIGHTS!" 40 YEARS OF FROM CUT THE GROUND OUT FROM THE "CURSED INDIVIDUAL!" Let us examine this:

"THE PAPISTS determined to put down what they (AND FROM!) termed "DARING OBSTINACY!"..."Those who STILL REFUSED to sacrifice LIBERTY of CONSCIENCE and the RIGHT of "INDIVIDUAL JUDGMENT!" well knew that their position MARKED THEM for FUTURE CRITICISM, CONDEMNATION, and PERSECUTION! Said one of the REFORMERS, "We must either DENY THE WORD-OF-GOD or BE BURNED!" 1884 GC 160. "DOWN WITH GOD AND HIS MOST HOLY WORD; UP WITH "TRADITION!" HUMAN COUNCILS AND A BLINDED POPE!" (BLINDED GENERAL CONFERENCE PRESIDENT!) 1884 GC 173. GC 248.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - APRIL 28, 1995

WE REPORTED "STEPS TO LIFE!" JOHN J. GROSBOU - SELF-
APPOINTED PROFESSIONAL MOUTHPIECE AND APOLOGETIC FOR THE ADVENTIST CHURCH AND THE STANISLAW "SACRED OF 40!"

And his TEARING DOWN TIRADE AGAINST GOSSIP! NOW HE HAS A SECOND INSTALLMENT - MARCH 28, 1995.

IN WHICH HE HIMSELF SAYS THINGS, REPEATING WHAT VANCE FERRELL WROTE (IN A WEAK MAKESHIFT!) Neither of them asking for a COMPLETE BREAK but surprisingly what we asked for "40 YEARS AGO! "HOME CHURCHES!" IN THE MEANTIME setting forth a FORMULA to bring the CHURCH and the WORLD - to the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"

NOW ADMITTING - how HARD it is - how LONG it takes - how
to give the "A-B-C's!" The KINDERGARTEN GOSPEL. We had that for 150 YEARS! By all ACCOUNTS they are planning for ANOTHER 150 YEARS! What "THEY!!" will do. God is NOT in their THOUGHTS! Not the PART that matters! WHAT-IS-NOT-PART-OF-THEIR-THINKING-OR-PLANNING-!!!

WHAT DOES MATTER-?? WHAT DO THEY NOT PLAN ON-???
Why spend VALUABLE TIME, call for UNLIMITED FUNDS, set forth a FORMULA that will NEVER WORK; was NEVER PREDICTED, and keeping THOUSANDS if not MILLIONS from the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"

"A CRISIS...A SUDDEN and UNLOOKED-FOR CALAMITY...FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!"...AT THE CLOSE OF HUMAN PROBATION, WHEN IT WILL BE TOO LATE!!!" COL 412 (421). NO! NOT ONE OF THEM IS PLANNING ON ANY SUCH THING! THEY-ARE-NOT-PLANNING ON ANY SUCH THING AS THE SEVEN LINES IN 15:208. (We just finished reading THE SAME THING!) And if you LOOK FOR IT - HALF A DOZEN MORE REFERENCES: "THE ACCOUNT IS CLOSED...NO MORE PLEADING OF MERCY!" ALSO: "HIS WRATH COMMENCES!" T5:208. All these people seem to know is HOW TO GIVE THE "LAST MESSAGE!" THERE IS NO "LAST MESSAGE!" ABOUT IT! DIDN'T WE READ "THE ACCOUNT IS CLOSED!"

"SOON THE DEAD AND DYING WILL BE ALL AROUND US...THEN THE SLAIN OF THE LORD WILL BE FROM ONE END OF THE EARTH, TO THE OTHER; (SO MANY) THEY WILL NOT BE LAMENTED, GATHERED, NOR BURIED-!!!" "PRESENT TRUTH" p.32.

ASK THE SOFT-IN-THE-HEAD PREACHERS WHO WILL NOT SAY ONE WORD ABOUT THIS - how do they EXPLAIN IT-?? WHY? WHEN? HOW? Where did she "PLAGIARIZE THIS FROM-??" (FIND IT ALSO IN RH BOOK 1:11.) COULD YOUR PREACHER FIND IT IN ISAIAH-JEREMIAH-EZEKIEL-??? Could you tell him "WHERE-IT-IS-???" Or were you just heading for the "BALL GAME-???

OR "STEPS TO LIFE!" MEETING-?? (SAME THING! IRRESPONSIBLE CLAPTRAP-!!!) ONE AS FUTILE AS THE OTHER! COME HOME NO MORE PREPARED THAN THE NEIGHBOR'S DOG! THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT THE BIBLE AND TESTIMONIES SAY! "DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK!" T5:211. ISA. 56:10.
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MOVING MOUNTAINS

No, this is NOT about having enough "FAITH!" to move mountains. This is about having enough "FAITH!" so the mountain DOES NOT MOVE!!! The MOUNTAIN behind the SHOP at Ann's place at MALO, WASHINGTON is MOVING AND the real question is - do we SHUT DOWN OPERATIONS till we find out where we stand-??? SAFETY FIRST!!! Or do we TELL the MOUNTAIN to stay put until "WE!" are ready to deal with the problem-??? Is that "FAITH!" or "PRESUMPTION!"

(This was based on MISINFORMATION! The MOUNTAIN is NOT moving!) But I took a WHOLE DAY to write that page and lost sleep over it - so I thought I should leave it as is - with this ADDED INFORMATION - the MOUNTAIN IS NOT MOVING. But we have something else. WE MAY HAVE A FLOOD! Not on any of our properties but in the CITY (TOWN!) of GRAND FORKS! The next few weeks are crucial.)

THE CHART

WILL NOT STAND FOLDING AND UNFOLDING - IT WILL BREAK. OPEN IT AND LEAVE IT OPEN! It is meant to put up on the wall and keep looking at it. Amen.

IT IS THE SAME WITH STAYING IN THE ADVENTIST CHURCH
WHEN GOD SAYS: "FLEE" when we see certain "SIGNS!"
1884 GC 38. Or do we CHANGE THE BOOK as seen in your GC 37. And stay RIGHT THERE with the rest of the NITWITS!

WE DO NOT LET A FIRE BURN "Because it's the SABBATH!"
YOU DO NOT LEAVE A COW IN THE WELL "Because it's the SABBATH!" SOMETIMES the LORD and the ANGELS hardly know what to do, but we are talking of a time, a CRISIS when "Those who have been regarded as "WORTHY!" and "RIGHT-EOUS!" (YOU SHOWED NONE - WHY SHOULD HE?) T5:212.
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EACH OTHER - WHO CAN COME UP WITH THE GREATEST PROMISES TO THE WICKED OF THE "LOVE OF GOD!" "LOVE IS DWELT UPON AS THE CHIEF ATTRIBUTE OF GOD...GOD'S JUSTICE, HIS DENUNCIATIONS OF SIN, THE REQUIREMENTS OF HIS HOLY LAW, are all kept OUT-OF-SIGHT...PLEASING, BEWITCHING FABLES CAPTIVATE THE SENSES...IT IS IMPOSSIBLE, in their own STRENGTH - TO-BREAK-AWAY-!!!" GC 558. ("SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER")

"THERE-IS-NO-LIGHT-IN-THEM-!!!" GC 559. 1884 GC 376.

THEY WILL NOT BE FALLING OVER EACH OTHER TO GIVE THIS MESSAGE-!!! IT IS ONLY "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!!!
"THE MOST FEARFUL THREATENING EVER ADDRESSED TO MORTALS!!" 1884 GC 282. GC 449. (Is that what you hear from the "JEZEBEL CULT!!" THE QUEEN OF THE GROVES AND HER "LOVE PRIESTS!!" 400!!") PK 143. ELIJAH KNEW HOW TO TAKE CARE OF THEM! "LET NOT ONE OF THEM ESCAPE!" PK 154. RH 6:362.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 5, 1995
This is "HOUSE CLEANING!!" DAY. Things I piled up as IMPORTANT but WAITING for the RIGHT PLACE to slip it in - and then I would FORGET about it and it would be BURIED. So today I am digging OUT! Some things were kept for ONE THING. This is ONE of them:

"ADVENTIST TODAY" RAYMOND COTTRELL MAGAZINE - NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1994
$3.75 U.S. Frank and open admission that W.W.PRESCOTT "helped REVISE "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!!" p.12. (One of 20 other ADMISSIONS that the BOOKS have been CHANGED!) Yet some will SHUT THEIR EYES and say we cannot show ONE CHANGE!!! And on p.26 this MAGAZINE - "The General Conference "EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE!!" membership will be REDUCED to about 240." p.26.

WHAT WAS THE SIN OF "KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM-???
STUDY THIS VERY CAREFULLY in view of the fact that this SIN will be "REPEATED!!" near the Close of Time "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" BOOK 1:306.
MOSES (ELLEN WHITE) was a "TYRANNICAL RULER!" continually dwelling upon the necessity of the CONGREGATION'S being "HOLY!"

"Ye take too much upon you, seeing ALL the CONGREGATION are HOLY, EVERY-ONE-OF-THEM!" NUMBERS 16:3. "Do not the SAME EVILS still exist?...Thus it is TODAY!" PP 403-4. "KORAH (FOLKENBERG!)" is doing his damnedest to convince the CONGREGATION - EVERY-ONE-OF-THEM! to say "I AM SAVED!" LIKE KORAH - this is his OBSESSION! Thus the CONGREGATION became so "SELF-RIGHTEOUS!" that "WE HAVE KILLED THE PEOPLE OF THE LORD!"

"250 PRINCES OF RENOWN!" HAD TO GO - PP 401. SOP 1:302. To fit the NUMBERS of the "EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE!" COTTRELL MAGAZINE p.26. NOT FINISHED YET! 14,700 more had to go until they finally REALIZED that maybe they were not as "HOLY!" "SAVED!" as they were led to believe-!!! They went by the PLAGUE! SOP 1:304,308. PP 403. T3:353-361.

WE HAVE A LETTER FROM FAR EASTERN CANADA - "REYNALD MCKIBBIN" not all are ASLEEP - he is aware of "FOLKENBERG'S REFORMATION FROM "BAD!" to "WORSE!" PT 22. RH 1:9. WE HAVE ANOTHER LETTER that I had BURIED. "GOD'S LAST EFFORT TO AWAKEN HIS PEOPLE!" by ELDER A.M.DART - 40 pages reprinted by LMN Publishing International, INC., St. Maries, Idaho. Printed by LMN you can bet your past pair of boots - "OUR BELOVED CHURCH!!" will be "TRIUMPHANT!" That goes in the EIRE!!! So will they! It is time someone said it!

"THE CANCER FORUM!" Vol. 4, No. 314. RUTH SACKMAN, Box HH, New York, NY 10011. They ask for $10.00 for one year. I have no other information. SOME THINGS REALLY WORTH KNOWING! This one - what is WRONG with PORK LARD - HOG DRIPPINGS! SAVES US MUCH WRITING - get the HEALTH MAGAZINES!

AT THIS POINT WE PRINT ONE PAGE FROM MY NOTES:

110 - "LET US DETERMINE TO BE IN UNITY WITH OUR BRETHREN." TM 500. (Is THAT the MESSAGE for us in the OMEGA OF APOSTASY? Or should we NOT be in "UNITY?") TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES!!! TRYING TO FIND THE DATE WHEN THAT WAS WRITTEN (AND WHEN IT APPLIED!) Two pages back. TM 498. "SATAN EXULTS WHEN MEN LOOK TO AND TRUST IN MEN!"
(This is a COMPILTED BOOK - they would not quote the ORIGI-
NAL SERIES "A" - would they-??? I would rather read SERIES
"A"-!!! (OR "B") Is LIFE just a LARK that we should HUNT OUT
ONLY "MEDITATIONS ON HAPPINESS"-??? This is suitable for
"DUMB (VERY DUMB) DOGS!"

169 - DOES YOUR PROV. 24:17,18 SOUND LIKE THIS-???
THIS IS "MOFFATT." The ADVENTISTS (RAA) were going
CRAYZ for "MOFFATT" in this period of time. (1946.) "MOF-
FATT" is NOT a "BIBLE!" IT IS A "COMMENTARY!" THE WHIMS
OF ONE BABYLONIAN! I NEED TO SEE HIS OPINIONS EVERY
OTHER DAY-??? I get enough "BABYLON!" in the "ADVENTIST
REVIEW!" THIS "MORNING WATCH" BOOK QUOTES DA
THROUGHOUT. MY DA HAS A PINK SLIP IN IT IN WHICH THEY
SAY THEY "LEFT OUT!" "A FEW UNNECESSARY PAGES!" (HOW
MANY IS A "FEW?" AND WHAT WAS "UNNECESSARY?" THE
SAME AS FOUR PAGES THEY LIFTED OUT OF GC ON "THE
SNARES OF SATAN-???") REJOICE NOT WHEN YOUR ENEMY
FALLS-??? (MOFFATT.) HOW ABOUT WHEN "BABYLON" IS
BOWLING ALL OVER THE PLACE WHEN BABYLON GETS IT
"DOUBLE!" AND THE SAINTS "REJOICE OVER HER!" NOT ONLY
THE SAINTS ON EARTH AT THAT TIME - BUT ALSO ALL
"HEAVEN!" REV. 18:20.

187 - MOFFATT.
264 - MOFFATT.
23 - MOFFATT. I MARKED THESE PAGES AS I CAME TO THEM
29 - MOFFATT. TO SEE JUST WHY THEY WANTED MOFFATT -
65 - MOFFATT. I FOUND OUT. IT WAS TO GIVE US A
67 - MOFFATT.
85 - MOFFATT.
114 - MOFFATT. AS THEY SAID IN THE BEGINNING - "DAILY
116 - MOFFATT. MEDITATIONS ON HAPPINESS!
121 - MOFFATT. NO - I NEED NO ONE FROM ANY
238 - MOFFATT. "WHITE ESTATE!" OR "ADVENTIST REVIEW!"
TO CHOOSE FOR ME...I will read it in its
SETTING...NOT THEIR CHOICE...MY CHOICE...

WHY AM I WRITING YOU-??? If you are sending this out to
YOUR BEST FRIENDS - I hope you do not: (1) WASTE YOUR
MONEY. (2) WASTE PEOPLE'S TIME WITH WHAT WILL HELP
THEM - NOT AT ALL!! This is what I told SESSLER - his BOOK
- we sent them to DARKEST AFRICA - there was NOTHING
NEW IN THEM that we did not already know - in the REGULAR
BOOKS - just a WASTE OF TIME. SORRY. SORRY. SORRY.
TAKE ANY EGW BOOK AND READ SOME EVERY DAY - not just
what some FANATIC PICKS OUT. "EAT YE ALL OF IT-!!!" EVEN
THE PARTS YOU DON'T LIKE-!!! AS THE PROPHET GAVE IT-!!!

NO MOFFATT NEEDED!
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 6, 1995

Continuing "HOUSE CLEANING!" I want to throw this in the GARBAGE but before I do - I want to show what is being TAUGHT TODAY - as I showed during the TENURE of BRINSMED AND WRIGHT and other BUMS. "We shall have to meet CROOKED ELEMENTS in the World and in the Church. Men will come CLAIMING to have GREAT LIGHT, but those who have EXPERIENCE in the cause of God will see that what they present as LIGHT is GREAT DARKNESS!" TM 164.

"If disorderly manifestations appear, we must have CLEAR DISCERNMENT to DISTINGUISH the SPURIOUS from the GENUINE...I know what is BEFORE US. EVERY CONCEIVABLE DECEPTION will be brought to bear upon those who have NOT a "DAILY" living connection with GOD...SCARCELY DISTINGUISHABLE from the PATH which leads to HOLINESS and HEAVEN. But the EYE OF FAITH may discern that it is DIVERGING from the RIGHT PATH, though almost IMPERCEPTIBLY...but after a while it is seen to be WIDELY DIVERGENT from the PATH OF SAFETY, from the PATH which leads to HOLINESS and HEAVEN. MY BRETHREN, I warn you....!!" TM 229.

"Shall we exalt HUMAN WISDOM and POINT to finite, changeable, erring men as a DEPENDENCE in TIME OF TROUBLE? Or shall we exemplify our FAITH by our TRUST in GOD'S POWER, REVEALING the NET of FALSE THEORIES, RELIGIONS, and PHILOSOPHIES which SATAN has spread to catch UNWARY SOULS? By thus doing the Word of God, we shall be "LIGHTS-IN-THE-WORLD!" TM 281-2.

"LIGHTS-IN-THE-WORLD!"

One of the "GANG OF 40-!!!" prepared a magazine - when I first saw it it sounded to me like "DAVID KORESH!" calling for "REVOLUTION!" "FREEDOM'S RING!" by "BOB TREFZI!" May-July 1994. p.27: "Trust in YAHWEH!" p.25: Trust in CHURCHILL was able to hold him long enough to take his "PICTURE!" with the CIGAR out of his mouth-!!! (Churchill's mother was JEWISH!) This magazine is ADVENTISM'S INDOOR SPORT of "POPE-BASHING!" Just—another—one—!!! IS THAT "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY?" OR IS THAT "A DOUBLE-MINDED MAN IS UNSTABLE IN ALL HIS WAYS!...THE TRUE KNOWLEDGE COMES NOT FROM "INFIDELS!" OR WICKED MEN!" FCE 437.
IS THIS "BELIEVER!" OR "UNBELIEVER!" TALKING??

We need this kind of "BABYLON TEACHING??" "SIXTEENTH CENTURY REFORMATION... They made it very clear from Scripture that man is JUSTIFIED BY FAITH ALONE - NOT WORKS, not a mixture of FAITH and WORKS. This is a great truth which must be NEVER FORGOTTEN!" (OUR EMPHASIS ADDED.) TREFZ MAGAZINE p.1. Do you go along with THAT? GC 471-3. (Now I can throw that RELIGION in the TRASH!) Giving us "BABYLON!" as "THE LAST MESSAGE!" It took a LOT OF WORK - and a LOT OF TIME - to put this MAGAZINE together. All "USELESS!" SR. WHITE CALLS IT: "FAITH WITHOUT WORKS! this ENSNARING DOCTRINE. IT is NOT FAITH...it is PRESUMPTION!!!" GC 472. 1884 GC 300 to 311. "I do not mean that CHEAP "FAITH!" unsupported by "WORKS!" SM 2:381. "Will go CLEAR OVER THE MARK, ignoring "WORKS!" altogether!" SM 2:20. (And 100 more!) RDB-GEF 7. "IT IS IMPOSSIBLE for even ONE SOUL to be SAVED - without GOOD WORKS!" SM 1:377.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 7, 1995

It seems PROVIDENTIAL - (Not my doings!) that in studying "MAGAN and SPAULDING COLLECTION!" just now, I was REMINDED and so have a QUESTION to ask the "FAITH ALONE!" CULT - ANY KNOWLEDGEABLE MINISTER KNOWS "FAITH ALONE!" is NOT in the BIBLE! LUTHER-PUT-IT-IN-THERE! But he did NOT mean it the way the MODERN MINISTRY TAKE IT. He nearly KILLED himself trying to live up to all the CATHOLIC IMPOSED "WORKS OF PENNANCE!" When the VOICE said to him: "THE JUST SHALL LIVE BY FAITH-!!!" THE VOICE did not say "ALONE!" Luther added that but he had only in mind the CATHOLIC "WORKS!" OF PENNANCE IMPOSED BY PRIESTS AND MOTHER SUPERIORS!

SO HERE IS THE QUESTION FOR TODAY:

"Put on the WHOLE ARMOR of God, that ye may be able to STAND against the WILES OF THE DEVIL!" EPHESIANS 6:11-17. (MAGAN 324, 365.) "FAITH!" is PART of the ARMOR! Do we go by "FAITH ALONE?!"

"ADD TO YOUR FAITH... VIRTUE... KNOWLEDGE... TEMPERANCE... PATIENCE... GODLINESS... BROTHERLY KINDNESS... CHARITY. For if these things be IN you, and abound, they make you that ye shall neither be BARREN... !!! (Nor "BLIND!") 2 PETER 1:5-10.
BUT LISTED UNDER "LAODICEA!" She is both *BLIND* and *NAKED!* REV. 3:17. She is ADMONISHED to be *CLOTHED!* that the SHAME of thy NAKEDNESS do not APPEAR!!! REV. 3:18. In LAODICEAN (TREFZ!) "BY FAITH ALONE!" they are BLIND to the FACT that they are *NAKED!* The same ADMONISHMENT to "BLIND!" and *NAKED!* "HARLOT!" T8:250 is to "REPENT!" REV. 3:19. But there is NO INDICATION that she ever does! Instead "CHRIST!" - "PASSES BY!" That is the ONLY PROMISE to "FAITH ALONE!" (NAKED!) LAODICEA!

"Then said the Lord unto me, "THE END!" is come upon my people of ISRAEL; I will not again PASS BY them any more. And the SONGS of the TEMPLE shall be HOWLINGS in that DAY, saith the Lord God: there shall be MANY DEAD BODIES in every place: (THEY GIVE "THE LOUD CRY-???") they shall cast them forth WITH SILENCE!" AMOS 8:2-3. (For ONCE that BIG BLUSTERING ARROGANT MOUTH - will be CLOSED!)

"CAST THEM FORTH WITH SILENCE!" (Tell this to TREFZ and MIKE CLUTE!) "Soon the DEAD and DYING will be all around us...THE SLAIN OF THE LORD will be from ONE END of the Earth, to the other...their ILL SAVOR will come up from the face of the WHOLE EARTH. Those ONLY who have the SEAL of the LIVING GOD, will be SHELTERED from the STORM of WRATH!" (LEFT OUT OF EW 48 but found in PT 32. We printed THOUSANDS of REPRINTS - you may have a copy. We are too tied up to make any copies now. You can find the SAME THING - RH 1:11. TM 385.) (And 100 more!) YOU HAVE NO EXCUSE! "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

("THE FIGURE OF SPEWING OUT OF HIS MOUTH MEANS-!!!" WHAT DOES IT MEAN - ADVENTIST-??? REV. 3:16.

"HE CANNOT offer up your prayers -
"HE CANNOT offer up your expressions of "LOVE!"
"HE CANNOT endorse your teaching of His Word!
"HE CANNOT endorse your Spiritual Work in ANYWISE!!
"HE CANNOT with the request that "GRACE!" be given you!"

"HE CANNOT!" & "HE CANNOT!" & "HE CANNOT!"


THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 8, 1995

"ECHOES FROM THE PAST!" 890 Hitching Post Road, Grants Pass, OR 97526.
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Is doing a great deal of HARM by MISREPRESENTING FACTS. I spent a GREAT DEAL OF TIME TO CHECK HIM OUT. He (THEY - BATES and his WIFE.) THEY represent "TESTIMONIES FOR THE CHURCH!" #21-#22-#23-#24-#25 as "ECHOES OF THE PAST!" But you obtain from the CONFERENCE - "TESTIMONIES FOR THE CHURCH!" VOLUME #3 and there-it-is! As I recall now - I spent WEEKS checking it out and there is NOT-ONE-WORD DIFFERENT! And in such VOLUME of MATERIAL there is bound to be a LETTER (Or even a WORD!) out of place but would have NOTHING TO DO with CHANGING THE DOCTRINE! I wasn't about to do all the WORK without letting him know what I did and can he show ANY DIFFERENCE ??? Since this is a PUBLIC MATTER - I made it PUBLIC - as I am doing AGAIN WITH YOU:

DAVE STEVENSON, 1060 West Bates Road, McKinleyville, CA 95521

YOU WERE SO MAD you did not give me the common COURTESY of addressing your letter - "DEAR BRO. HOEHN..." So BATES got you on your HIGH HORSE because HOEHN KEEPS REFERRING TO THE "ORIGINAL!" (THE GREAT CONTROVERSY! 1884!) When BATES has one - 1858-!!! So you could have saved yourself a lot of HEAT if you had ASKED me instead of TELLING me and using BATES as your BACK-UP-!!! THIS "PROVES IT!" This "PROVES!" - NOTHING-!!! At least you never proved it to me!

THIS IS THE SAME AS PUTTING OUT TESTIMONIES 21-22-23-24-25 when you could get it CHEAPER and BETTER from the CONFERENCE rather than pay $4.50 for EACH and EVERY ONE! I was NOT going to let him get away with REPRESENTING THAT as something DIFFERENT! The only difference I know of and which will drive EVERYBODY UP A WALL is the DIFFERENT PAGING-!!!

Perhaps the SAME THING HERE with your WONDERFUL "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" (1858) The only thing I will take back (If I have to!) is BOLONEY-!!! I knew about this GC 1858 - maybe before you were born. I came to the HOPE, B.C., CANADA CAMP MEETING AND OBTAINED GC 1858 Under the TITLE OF "SPIRITUAL GIFTS!" Vol. 1, 2 and 3, 4, (Actually not four parts but five parts.) What I mean to say is if you are looking for SPIRITUAL GIFTS p.10 - you will find SPIRITUAL GIFTS p.10 - FIVE TIMES! Which one are you LOOKING FOR? Again throwing everybody out of KILTER by using some ODD-BALL BOOK OR BOOKS that are not STANDARD! Why should we use them if there is NO DIFFERENCE except in PAGING-??? Drive everybody up the wall!
THE STANDARD "SPIRITUAL GIFTS!" (ON THE OUTSIDE!) HAS 
ON THE INSIDE - "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" 1858. LITHO-
PRINTED in U.S.A. by EDWARDS BROTHERS 1944. 16 pages by 
R.F.C. (One of the COTTRELLS.) Before you come to "THE 
GREAT CONTROVERSY" p.17. When you come to 1860 of the 
second part of the book - they DROPPED "THE GREAT CON-
TROVERSY!" now it is only "SPIRITUAL GIFTS!" and "CHRISTIAN 
EXPERIENCE" 1860. "SPIRITUAL GIFTS!" 1846 has become 
"FACTS OF FAITH!" "SPIRITUAL GIFTS!" after 304 pages also 
becomes 1864 but is "TESTIMONIES Nos. 1-10. 156 pages of 
THAT then we come to "TESTIMONIES FOR THE CHURCH. 
Numbers one to ten. THEY LONG SINCE STOPPED CALLING 
THEM "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" Not realizing the FLOOD 
OF BOOKS that would come from the presses, they were not 
so careful as to CHRONOLOGY.

WHEN THEY FINALLY GOT AROUND TO "THE SPIRIT OF PRO-
PHECY!" also called "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" a set of four 
books all called the same. BOOK (1) - 1870. BOOK (2) - 
1877. BOOK (3) - 1878. BOOK (4) - 1884. 1888 - 1911 - 
are manmade TRANSLATIONS of the ORIGINAL 1884.

We always regarded "SPIRITUAL GIFTS!" as leading up to 
"SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" SERIES OF FOUR also called "THE 
GREAT CONTROVERSY!" 1884 being BOOK 4 of the SERIES. 
URIAH SMITH COULDN'T STAND IT BECAUSE HE LEARNED FROM 
THE "I AM SAVED!" SPURGEON SCHOOL. So he could not 
stand building a "CHARACTER!" for a "LIFETIME!" not if you can 
have "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" RIGHT NOW!! 
TODAY-!!! EVEN IF IT IS "SPIRITUALISM!" 1884 GC 378-9. GC 
560-1 even if it is under the SPIRITUALISM chapter. It feels 
so NICE to be "SAVED-!!" Do you have it, too-??? Since 
you are so FRIENDLY with BATES - would you ask him if HIS 
"GERMAN REFORM CHURCH!" and BATES WIFE - believe they 
are "SAVED-??" And would you let me know-??? (NOT if 
you are "SAVED! NEVER MIND-!!!") I am SURE GLAD you 
XEROXED the COVER of BATES - 1858 "GREAT CONTROVER-
SY!" which they also called 1858 EARLY WRITINGS! This can 
go on FOREVER - I have other things to do - send out 20,000 
CHARTS that GERMAN REFORM tried to get. ALL McCOY HAD 
WAS ONE POINT - that ADVENTISM has NEVER accepted. 
"PHILADELPHIA!" was BORN, not BURIED in 1844. They nailed 
the lid down on an EMPTY COFFIN-!! Are you betting on a 
LOSEING HORSE-???
I take a book, any book - of "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" I read it word for word, inch by inch and "MARK!" what is IMPORTANT. Then I come along, perhaps YEARS LATER - and REREAD only the MARKED PORTIONS! By that method - I see what I would NEVER SEE - by READING EVERY WORD - I would be LOST in the FOREST OF WORDS. But reading only not even 10% - I see where the WRITER is going. THEN if the "SHEPHERD'S RODS!" come alone and hold CENTER STAGE (for awhile!) and then the alleged "AWAKENING!" come over the ADVENTIST HORIZON - I see how SATAN captivates them by the VERY SAME DOCTRINES but NEW TERMINOLOGY. And seem to take in their NET the very same people. "EVER LEARNING BUT NEVER ABLE TO COME INTO A KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRUTH!" (DOES THIS REMIND YOU OF:) "ADD TO YOUR FAITH...KNOWLEDGE!" So it is no longer COLD and ALONE! (THE CRAZIEST RELIGION ON EARTH! "FAITH ALONE!") "It is not "FAITH!" - it is "PREJUDICE!" GC 472. If you want to go by "BABYLON!" and NOT by "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" why do you CLAIM to be a "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!" if you are NOT-!!! If you are only a "HAS-BEEN!" IMITATION-?? How did you get that way-?? Not by READING THE BOOKS - but by going by the EXCITEMENT of "NEW LIGHT!" from a set of NEW PROPHETS. The biggest HOAX that was ever pulled off was by tootling on the stage - "BRINSMEAD!" DARING ANYONE to "FIND ANY ERRORS IN THE BRINSMEAD DOCTRINE!" We had a hard time finding anything RIGHT-!!!

HIS FIRST PAPERS CAME OUT - the text being NARROW so he could EMBELLISH it with BOTH SIDES bearing a CLOUD OF REFERENCES - like as though it was FENCED IN WITH POSITIVE PROOF. What a LETDOWN when he himself ADMITTED they were only "WINDOW DRESSING!" (AFTER A FEW PROVED they had NOTHING TO DO WITH THE SUBJECT (TEXT!) BOY! WHAT A HYPOCRITE!)

But by that time he had WORMED his way into their CONFI- DENCE and AFFECTIONS that like ELVIS PRESLEY - they would "OHHH!" and "AAHH!" just to have him come NEAR! He had CHARISMA! So did BRINSMEAD! He had NO MORE RELIGION THAN ELVIS PRESLEY! No more than a dog. "DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK!" Pretty hard to find a dog - DUMBER than THAT-!!! "RIGHT IN THE BEGINNING-???" Don't make me VOMIT!
(1959 BRINSMEAD’S “ETERNAL PURPOSE!”) “So far we have not entered into the—SECOND APARTMENT!” p.200. (You never saw that—???) I had his number! So I hope to CON- TINUE having "THE NUMBER" of the FALSE PROPHETS COMING ON THE STAGE — "NOW!!" "REVEALING the NET of the FALSE THEORIES, RELIGIONS, and PHILOSOPHIES which SATAN has spread to catch unwary souls. By thus doing the WORD OF GOD, we shall be "LIGHTS!!" in the World!” TM 282. GOODBYE BRINSMEAD! GOODBYE FOLKENBERG!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY—JUNE 10, 1995

I HAVE A GOOD ONE FOR YOU TODAY. TO ALL LAODICEAN LOVERS. THEIR "LOVE UNLIMITED!" WILL DRY UP ABOUT "NOW!!" They will have "HATE UNLIMITED!" No limit to their HATRED! Let's go on and see!

WE ARE DEALING WITH FACTS!

Not wishful thinking. REAL HARD FACTS. FACT #1: There is a book called "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" The ORIGINAL is 1884. Then there are "URIAH SMITH!" TRANSLATIONS! 1888, 1911. Maybe you can prove 1911 was NOT "URIAH SMITH!" No matter. It follows the 1888. 1884 - 1888 - 1911. All three the FIRST CHAPTER DEALS WITH "THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM!" It starts right out with "JEWS!" and "JERUSALEM!" is their "HOLY CITY!" supposed to be the "METROPOLIS!" (CENTER!) of TRADE and COMMERCE and RELIGION. But they were ENSLAVED to ROME! It was in the heart of every JEW to break the SHACKLES of "ROME!"

They DREAMED of a "MESSIAH!" to come that would FEED and HEAL their ARMIES - come as a CONQUEROR! When He would not - they CRUCIFIED HIM! "GIVE US BARABBAS!" (MATT. 27) did not help them any. They were more ENSLAVED than ever. What is the object of the FIRST CHAPTER of "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY-??!!" The "DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM!" the "7TH HORROR OF THE WORLD!" "The Savior's PROPHECY concerning the visitation of JUDGMENTS upon JERUSALEM is to have ANOTHER FULFILLMENT, of which that terrible scene was but a FAINT SHADOW!" 1884 GC 37. Your GC 36.
BEFORE YOU SAY "SO WHAT-!!" - HEAR THESE WORDS:

(Oh! How they would like to HIDE THIS EVIDENCE! How they will TWIST and SQUIRM and not want you to find this:) "JERUSALEM is a REPRESENTATION of WHAT THE CHURCH WILL BE if it refuses to walk in the LIGHT that God has given." T8:67. (THAT HAS AN "IF" but read on, same PAGE! There is no "IF"). "So Christ sorrows and weeps over OUR churches, over OUR institutions of learning, that have FAILED to meet the demand of God. He comes to INVESTIGATE IN BATTLE CREEK, (RELIGIOUS AND MEDICAL CENTER) which has been moving in the SAME TRACK as JERUSALEM. The PUBLISHING HOUSE has been turned into DESECRATED SHRINES, into a place of UN-HOLY MERCHANDISE and TRAFFIC...INJUSTICE and FRAUD have been carried on...(NOTICE!) When Christ looked down from the crest of OLIVET, He saw this state of things existing IN EVERY CHURCH...This people is before us AS-A-WARNING!...men are REPEATING THE SIN OF JERUSALEM!" T8:67-8.

I was going to quote from other sources but I see I do not need to - all that is needed is a bit of HONESTY - it is ALL HERE! Do you need 50 more REFERENCES-?? We have them. SOME MAIN ONES: PK 417. EGW "PAMPHLETS IN THE CONCORDANCE!" Vol. 4:395-6. N.L. 12.

ONE SDA - Local Elder, when I asked him if he knew the Church was doing so and so - said with a BIG SMILE FULL OF PITY AND COMPASSION - "NOT MY CHURCH!!" OH! NO-?? You pay TITHE-?? That finds its way to the GENERAL COFFERS! You are GUILTY for what they DO WITH IT-!!! The ONLY WAY you can clear your NAME - hold a "HOME CHURCH!" and pay them NOT-A-THIN-DIME-!!! Then WATCH them take after you BY LAW-!!! With CATHOLIC LAWYERS! 1884 GC 425. "GOD HOLDS HIS PEOPLE, as a BODY RESPONSIBLE...They DESPISE the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY"...and would REJOICE to see everyone SILENCED who gives REPROOF!" T3:269,272. RH 2:50. "ARM IN ARM WITH LAWYERS, but GOD was NOT in their COMPANY!" T8:69.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 11, 1995

"BUT GOD WAS NOT IN THEIR COMPANY!" T8:69. Ought to do for all day - today. Imagine having a "RELIGION!" and having FULL CONTROL of SEMINARY - COLLEGES - CHURCH SCHOOLS - CHURCHES - TITHE and EVERYTHING THAT MOVES OR THINKS-!!!
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But THAT is NOT ENOUGH - they have to call in the ARMY - the LAW - the POLICE - FORCE! They CLAIM they "BELIEVE" in "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!" for "THEMSELVES!" but if there is a DISSERTING VOICE dare to QUESTION the ORTHODOXY - move ALL THE MACHINERY to SILENCE this "UPSTART!" If all else fails - TO LAW! TO THE SWORD-!!!

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IF WE SAID: "SATAN EXULTS, for he has INSPIRED THEM...They are following in the TRACK OF ROMANISM-!!!" TM 362. T7:181. DA 618. RH 1:300.

WHAT IF WENT ON IN THE FACE OF YOUR "TOWERING RAGE!" AND HAD THE NERVE OR THE COURAGE TO SAY: "RULE, RULE, has been their course of action...A LIE, BELIEVED, PRACTICED, BECOMES A "TRUTH!" TO THEM...They exact themselves as men of SUPERIOR JUDGMENT...THESE ARE FALSE GODS!...BAAL, BAAL, is the CHOICE-!!! The "RELIGION!" of many among us WILL BE the "RELIGION!" of APOSTATE ISRAEL...THEN - THEN - THEN - will ZION'S WATCHMEN...sound the TRUMPET in clearer, louder NOTES; for "THEY!" will see the SWORD COMING, and realize the DANGER in which "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" have been placed-!!!" TM 363-4,467-8. (BY LYING PORK-EATING "SUNDAY-KEEPING ADVENTISTS!" GC 606-8.) 1884 GC 424-6. WHO CHANGED THE BOOKS - but we DISCOVERED THAT ALSO! GC 460. LS 328. B7:40. T4:180. SM 1:41,165. BRISBIN 28. Every FALSE MOVE they make, we are RIGHT THERE TO EXPOSE THEM-!!!

THE BIG THING THAT GOD HATES MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE-?? ASSURANCE (CERTAINTY!) OF OUR SALVATION!" And "I AM SAVED!" See COL 154. SDA "ANTICHRIST!" AA 554. SDA "SPIRITUALISM!" 1884 GC 378-9. GC 560-1. But we are to be QUIET and say NOTHING-?? GOD DOES NOT THINK SO: "CRY ALOUD + SPARE NOT!" Only THOSE will be SEALED with the SEAL of the "LIVING GOD!" "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267. (While you have the book open, see 266!) We cannot repeat these TRUTHS too often! This is "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" Although the RABBIS running this SYNAGOGUE do not think so!

TELL THEM TO GO BACK TO TEL AVIV! But the JEWS there wouldn't want them! The ONLY ones that will WANT them are "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" but ENTIRE BOOKS have been written where that NAME - does not appear! THE PROPHET PREFERRED "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" (NO NAME!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 12, 1995

There is a "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" RIGHT-??? No matter WHO we are - AGE-SEX-COLOR-OCUPATION - if we "WATCH LIKE-A-HAWK!" for any DEVIATION from the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" going over to ROMANISM - JUDAISM - EVANGELICALISM - and we call a HALT!!! Not let them get away with it - "Reveling the NET of FALSE THEORIES, RELIGIONS, and PHILOSOPHIES which SATAN has spread to catch unaware souls. By thus doing the WORD OF GOD, we shall be "LIGHTS!" in the WORLD!" TM 282.

What if we read something that is "RIGHT ON!" NO ERROR AT ALL-!!! Should we be SILENT-??? Or should we ask "PERMISSION!" first-??? For it would ONLY GET HIM IN TROUBLE if we UNDERGIRD HIM-!!! ON THE OTHER HAND - if we "COOLLY CALCULATE!" (They "IMPROVED!" that by CHANGING it to "COLDLY CALCULATING!" - !!!???????????) 1884 GC 427 vs your GC 609. If we "COOLLY CALCULATE!" every POSSIBILITY before we MOVE! we may NEVER MOVE! We forget ONE THING - if we lend SUPPORT to some one who risks ALL in bringing us the TRUTH - OTHERS will be ENcouraged to step FORTH and that will START A NEW MOVEMENT-!!!

"CHRIST'S AMBASSADORS have NOTHING to do with CONSEQUENCES. They must perform their DUTY, and leave RESULTS with GOD-!!!" 1884 GC 428. Your GC 609,610.

In all such things we are TOO HUMAN! We think along HUMAN LINES! But if GOD is WITH US - He can, as in the case of KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM (OR THE "RED SEA!") He can CUT DOWN OUR ENEMIES and He is WAITING for a REASON to do JUST THAT-!!! CUT THEM DOWN BY THE THOUSAND AND BY THE MILLION-!!! Starting ANY TIME NOW-!!!

WE AGREE WITH THE ARTICLE IN "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION!" JUNE 1995 p.24 by "LOWELL SCARBROUGH!" - "THE SHAME OF SILENCE!" - This ARTICLE is "RIGHT ON-!!!!" (If you send them a $ you will probably get it.) WATCH the RATS scurry for COVER!
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 14, 1995

"THE SHAME OF SILENCE!" (THE "SIN!" OF "SILENCE!") No one will be "SEALED!" who is so UNGRATEFUL - COLD-HEARTED - that he does not "FEEL!" for the LOSS OF SOULS due to FALSE DOCTRINE! AGAIN and AGAIN we go to T3:267 (RH 2:49) and with the book open - see p.266. THIS IS THE "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" Can we teach "I AM SAVED!" and in the next breath tell them to be "SAVED!" is the "WORK OF A LIFETIME!" Somebody is an AWFUL "FOOL!" WHO-IS-IT?

BILLY GRAHAM IS THE CHIEF "I AM SAVED!" PROPHET.

JUST AS HE SET UP THE GREATEST "WORLD OUTREACH!" PROGRAM - (with ADVENTISTS BOASTING THEY ARE PART OF IT-!!!) HE COLLAPSED IN THE MIDDLE OF IT! "BLEEDING OF THE BOWELS!" WILL MASSIVE "TRANSFUSIONS!" SAVE HIM-??? He never taught "HEALTH REFORM!" "PREVENTION!" The ADVENTISTS spent UNTOLD "MILLIONS!" to help his CRUSADES - did he give in on ONE POINT-??? Or was he HARD AS STEEL? NEVER gave up his "HELL!" his "SUN-DAY!" his "PIG and CLAM-CHOWDER!" his "GOING UP THE HILL TO GREET THE RISING SUN!" EZEKIEL 8:16. DOES HE QUALIFY FOR EZEKIEL 9:4 and then look back to EZEKIEL 8 THE "ABOMINATION!" CHAPTER! ADVENTIST TAKE YOUR $'s TO AID AND ABET HIS "GOSPEL?" NO SHAME-??? "THE SHAME OF SILENCE!"

"SHOW THEM ALL THEIR "ABOMINATIONS!"-?? NEVER!

IF ONE GROUP OF LEADERS BACK HIM - THE NEXT GROUP OF LEADERS GO "FROM BAD TO WORSE!" PT 32.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 15, 1995

"Therefore will I also deal IN FURY! Mine eye shall NOT SPARE, neither will I have PITY: and though they CRY in mine ears with a LOUD VOICE, yet will I NOT HEAR THEM!" EZEKIEL 8:18. JER. 7.

"The Lord is about to PUNISH the WORLD for its INIQUITY. He is about to PUNISH RELIGIOUS BODIES for their REJECTION of the LIGHT and TRUTH which has been given them...EVERY FALSE WAY is a DECEPTION, and if SUSTAINED will in the End bring DESTRUCTION.
Thus the Lord permits those who maintain FALSE PLANS to be DESTROYED. At-the-very-TIME-when-PRAISE-and-ADULATION -is-heard, SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMES...These are DOUBLE GUILTY. THEIR PUNISHMENT will be PROPORTIONATE to their GUILT." EGW. "PAMPHLETS IN THE CONCORDANCE" VOL. 4: 153. "LEAVES OF AUTUMN BOOKS, INC." POB 440, PAYSON, AZ. 85541.

ASTHMA

Have you heard the UNBELIEVABLE CURE for ASTHMA - even of those DYING with it - it to put a bit of SALT on the TONGUE and drink WATER! And the "ASTHMA!" is gone! They were simply DEHYDRATED! DYING FOR LACK OF A DRINK OF WATER-!!! They could have found this "CURE!" in "PAMPHLETS IN THE CONCORDANCE!" Vol. 4:251. In the same BOOK - 256-7. We have been FORGETTING for "GREAT PAIN!"..."CHARCOAL!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 16, 1995

You see the 540-page book I am reading now. I suppose what I am going to say about THIS BOOK, I could say about ANY OTHER BOOK of "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" I want to put this down as "ITEMS 1,2,3,4......" See if you can deny ANY "ITEM!" ????????????? NOT ONE-?? ??? ?????????????

ITEMS:

ITEM 1: The CALL to HIGHER GROUND - the NEED to build a CHARACTER - the "WORK!" of a "LIFETIME!"

ITEM 2: The ENCOURAGEMENT to stay-with-it! NEVER GIVE UP - if you FALL - REPENT, CONFESS, and GO ON TO PERFECTION! BEGGING, PLEADING, THREATENING, WARNING, HOPE.

ITEM 3: EVIL-MINDED MEN AND WOMEN - MARRIED AND SINGLE - FLIRTING - TEASING - HINTING - A WAY OF LIFE! Must be OVERCOME and PUT AWAY in a Christian community. MINISTERS who do this are given NO SECOND CHANCE! He will not CHANGE, he will only be more SLY about it. TAKE AWAY HIS CREDENTIALS-!!!

ITEM 4: NONE of this should be STRANGE to you - you ought to KNOW it without a book of 540 pages. You want to give us a PERCENTAGE-??? How many MEN - how many WOMEN - are as in the Days of NOAH - EVIL and only EVIL continuously-??? What I am getting at:
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ITEM 5: Come to a MIXED-UP MULTITUDE LIKE THAT & TEACH THEM TO SAY "I AM SAVED!" You want to be REALISTIC—???! You CANNOT SEE IT—only GOD and ANGELS can see it—but here you have (I AM TALKING ABOUT IN THE CHURCH!) some with VD (VENEREAL DISEASE) BEER IN HIS BELLY—you NAME IT—HE HAS IT—!!!

ITEM 6: IMAGINE TEACHING THEM TO IGNORE ALL THAT AND SAY "I AM SAVED!" TEACHING HIM TO BE A LIAR and a HYPOCRITE! And the PREACHER who does that ought to KNOW that HE (THE PREACHER!) IS NO LESS A "LIAR!" and a "FOUR-FLUSHING!" HYPOCRITE! How can (LIKE KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM!) he be "HO-LY!" ("I AM SAVED!") every-one-of-them! The GROUND opened up for that "RELIGION!" and it will do so AGAIN! SOP 1:300,306.

ITEM 7: ("I AM SAVED!") "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!" COL 154. TO HIT THIS THEME—this BOOK seems to do—NOTHING ELSE—!!! AND I MADE A NOTATION—200 TIMES! I can safely say—2,000 TIMES SHE HITS THIS THEME! The PLEA to come to HIGHER GROUND!

ITEM 8: ISN'T IT A FACT "I AM SAVED!" puts an END to that? I am in NEED(?) of "NOTHING!" AM I NOT "SAVED?" If I am "SAVED!" I have it made! "I AM SAVED!" Don't come and tell me about "CHARACTER BUILDING!" "THE WORK OF A LIFETIME!"

ITEM 9: YOUR LEADERS and MINISTRY come to a BABYLONIAN with that "LIGHT!" and what does he say? "We knew that all the TIME! We tried to TELL—YOU—that—!!! It's about TIME you ADVENTISTS came to the LIGHT—!!!" (SO—YOU-ARE-ONE-WITH-BABYLON—???)

---

"And I saw that the Lord was WHETTING HIS SWORD in Heaven—to cut them DOWN!" THIS BOOK 302. "Know ye not that the FRIENDSHIP of the WORLD is ENMITY with GOD—??!!” Whosoever therefore will be a FRIEND of the WORLD-IS-THE-ENEMY-OF-GOD!...We cannot SANCTION their course by associating with them, partaking of their FEASTS and their COUNCILS, where GOD does not preside. Such a course, so far from BENEFITING THEM, would only cause them to DOUBT the REALITY of OUR RELIGION! We should be FALSE LIGHTS, by our example leading Souls to RUIN!" (And then the SHIP that hit a rock and SUNK with ALL-ON-BOARD! SM 2:128.) THIS BOOK 317-8.
"I AM SAVED!"...THEY ARE UNPREPARED!!!!...OUR ONLY SAFETY
IS IN CONSTANT DISTRUST OF SELF, AND DEPENDENCE ON CHRIST!" COL 155.

(IF I AM SAVED! I AM WITHOUT SIN - RIGHT?)

"And the CLAIM to be without SIN is, in itself, EVIDENCE that he who makes this claim if FAR FROM HOLY...THE GREATER THE DISTANCE between himself and Christ...the more RIGHT- EOUS he appears - IN-HIS-OWN-EYES!" GC 473. (302.)

BULL-!!! BULL-!!! AND MORE BULL-!!! SIX FEET DEEP-!!!

THE MAN THAT DRESSES LIKE A WOMAN - IS ALSO "HOLY!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 17, 1995

I do now know what I am doing at this TYPEWRITER today. I thought I had said EVERYTHING worth saying - already. But we are supposed to learn something "NEW EVERY DAY!" And I do not like to admit it but the "BIG 71" (G-7) political leaders who came together to talk ECONOMICS - instead - right from the BEGINNING and apparently RIGHT TO THE END - the DISCUSSION is "YOGO-SLAVIA!" What should be done about "YOGO-SLAVIA!" And although not a BREATH of this will come out in any press - you can bet your last pair of boots it will be "NUCLEAR WEAPONS!" Should we drop a few "NUCLEAR WEAPONS!" - ???

I DO NOT KNOW WHERE WE ARE IN THE REALM OF "TIME!"

But I do know there are NO PEOPLE ON EARTH in any GREATER DARKNESS in "EVENTS-IN-THEIR-ORDER!" no people in GREATER DARKNESS - than are "LAODICEAN ADVENTISTS!" openly talking of WHAT WILL THE CHURCH BE LIKE IN THE YEAR "2,000!" ONE PROJECTION they make (In their "MINISTRY MAGAZINE") We now have, after 150 years since 1844 - about "8 MILLION" MEMBERS WORLDWIDE - but they would not be surprised to find, by the year "2,000!" - "8 MILLION IN AFRICA ALONE!"

OH! BOY! TALK ABOUT MAKING YOU SICK - SICK - SICK!

"THE LOVE OF GOD!" is truly UNLIMITED - UNCONDITIONAL - UNCEASING-!!! NO CLOSE OF PROBATION! NO SEALING! NO "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" No. The Adventists will not allow it!
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HIS "LOVE!" is "unceasing!" No pause whatever! No conditions! A CRAZY GOD and A CRAZY RELIGION—!!!

PEOPLE ARE CRAZY IF THEY GIVE THEM ANOTHER THIN DINE - TO FOOL THE WORLD WITH THAT "OMEGA!" (AS FAR AS THEY CAN GO!)

"OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" predicted by the BIBLE and the PEN of:

"ELLEN G. WHITE!" SM 1:204-5. (And 100 REFERENCES!) 2 THESS. 2:3-12.

WE THINK IT WAS PROVIDENTIAL THAT WE HAVE 20,000 CHARTS READY HERE TO SEND OUT - "EVENTS-IN-THEIR-ORDER!" AND THAT WE STAND ON GUARD: "REVEALING THE NET OF FALSE THEORIES, RELIGIONS, AND PHILOSOPHIES which SATAN has spread to catch unwary Souls. By thus doing the WORD OF GOD, we shall be LIGHTS-IN-THE-WORLD!" TM 282.

Of course they RECKON a MEMBERSHIP in the "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH!" is a "ONE-WAY!" TICKET STRAIGHT TO HEAVEN—!!! BUT ELLEN G. WHITE SAID IT IS A "ONE WAY TRAIN TICKET!" (EW 88,263) STRAIGHT TO "HELL!" RH AUGUST 1, 1893. "But I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for TYRE and SIDON at the Day of JUDGMENT, than for you! And thou, CAPERNAUM (Seventh-day Adventists, who have had GREAT LIGHT) which are EXALTED unto Heaven (in point of privilege) shalt be brought down to "HELL!" for if the mighty WORKS, which have been done in thee, had been done in SODOM, it would have remained until this day!" RH AUGUST 1, 1893.

☆☆☆☆

THIS DAY - JUNE 17, 1995 - 20,000 MINISTERS AND BIBLE WORKERS WILL MOUNT 20,000 PULPITS and not-one-of-them will read RH AUGUST 1, 1893. NO! NOT ONE! NOR TL 1:179 - "THE SHAKING ("SEALING!") CHAPTER!" NO! NOT ONE!

THE TRUTH WAS WRITTEN IN VAIN!!!

☆☆☆☆

A FEW WILL LISTEN - A FEW WILL BE SAVED—!!!
A FEW — THAT IS ALL—!!!

"Because...NARROW IS THE WAY, which leadeth unto LIFE, and FEW there be that FIND IT—!!!"


☆☆☆☆
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WILL YOU BE ONE-??

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 18, 1995

BCTV - 7:30a.m. (SUNDAY) we had KENNETH and GLORIA COPELAND. We know they are heading for a big "HEALING!" program, so it is interesting to see how they play the line - play with the fish before they give the JERK! to catch the JERK! that will come and NIBBLE! They just gave a quick GLIMPSE of someone else "TOUCHING!" them and having them "COLLAPSE!" ANN says "GLORIA COPELAND!" went to TORONTO, CANADA to get the "POWER!" and we knew their PROGRAM has been heading that way for a LONG TIME, so today, "SUNDAY!" I wanted to see how they ENGINEER it!

GLORIA COPELAND TOOK THE SUBJECT OF "FAITH!"

REALLY WONDERFUL! REALLY BIBLICAL! NO ONE COULD DO ANY BETTER! They will sweep ADVENTISTS off their feet! HOEHN - HOEHN - HOEHN - I thought you said "ADVENTISTS!" would LEAD-!!! Yes, "ADVENTISTS!" will lead - but not "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" You will find the text - SM 2:54. The page before says this will bring "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" - "TO-THE-TEST!" But SM 2:54 and other references say those in "THE GREATEST LIGHT!" will go into the "GREATEST DARKNESS!" Adventists are NOT in the "GREATEST LIGHT!" How can they be in "THE GREATEST LIGHT!" and at the same time (IN) "DARKNESS DEEP AS MIDNIGHT, "IMPENETRABLE!" COL 414 (423). (IMPENETRABLE!) They can hurl themselves AGAINST IT! It cannot be "PENETRATED!"

PUT THINGS TOGETHER:

1995 - the BIGGEST DRIVE in Adventist History to call "OFFSHOOTS!" back. Some of these were in "THE GREATEST LIGHT!" They knew that JUST AS THE SEAL is about to be put on "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" T1:179. (LIFTED OUT OF EW 269!) "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are in-the-CHURCH!" T5:210.

IN-THIS-TIME! the OFFSHOOTS - OUTCASTS - REFORMERS are going BACK to what they KNOW is TOTAL-MIDNIGHT-DARKNESS! But just to have COMPANY! just for the offer of "LOVE!" they fell for the siren song of the T8:250 "HARLOT!" They expect God to bless them-?? They are "CURSED with a CURSE!"
God will give them over to believe a LIE! He will "CHOICE" their "DELUSIONS!" You like DELUSIONS---??! Here are a few MORE! And then it will be TRUE that those in the GREATEST LIGHT will go into DARKNESS "CORRESPONDING to the LIGHT they have DESPISED!" TM 163. SO--THEY--LEAD--THOSE--ADVENTISTS--TO--PUT--ON--A--SHOW! Such as was never seen on Earth!

"Those who look for MIRACLES as a SIGN of DIVINE GUIDANCE are in grave danger of DECEPTION. It is stated in the Word that the ENEMY will work through HIS AGENTS who have DEPARTED from the FAITH (Is that BILLY GRAHAM? Is that ORAL ROBERTS? Is that the POPE? What "FAITH!" did they depart from---??! It has to be someone that CHANGED THEIR RELIGION!)

"DEPARTED from the FAITH, and THEY will SEEMINGLY work MIRACLES, even to the BRINGING DOWN OF FIRE out of Heaven in the sight of men. By means of "LYING WONDERS!" SM 2:54. MM 88. They will have ADVENTISTS (Who wanted them BACK--!!!) have them RUNNING AROUND there! Not knowing if they are coming or going! Or wherefore wherefore they were come together! They will have them HANGING FROM THE RAFTERS! What a wonderful SHOW! But their SHOTS - PILLS - POTIONS will have them DYING 2,000 a DAY!

"SPIRITS OF DEVILS...will work MIRACLES...Just before us is the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" (In which "PHILADELPHIA!" will be "KEPT!" REV. 3:10. GC 560,619.) While populous CITIES will be DYING LIKE FLIES! Leaving entire CITIES reduced to RUIN and DESOLATION GC 589. 1884 GC 407. Should we not know this AHEAD OF TIME---??! So we are not caught up in the EXCITEMENT of the MOMENT as the POPULAR CHURCHES ARE NOW---!!!

WHAT IS WRONG WITH THEIR PHILOSOPHY---??!

GLORIA COPELAND this day (SUNDAY!) hit the THEME of "FAITH!" FAITH WITH PATIENCE! HANG ON! It may take TIME but it will come! MONEY? HEALTH? JOB? CAR? HOME? Anything you ASK for - will be yours "ACCORDING TO YOUR FAITH!"

YOU SHOULD KNOW - !!!

But apparently FEW DO! KNOW WHAT---??! Know that when the MAJORITY get into the DEVIL'S TRAIN - "It seemed...that there could not be ONE LEFT!"
Something BIG! Something POPULAR! Something THE WHOLE WORLD FALLS FOR: "GOING WITH THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING!" You should be on your DOUBLE GUARD - RIGHT THERE-!!! WHAT COULD IT BE-??? So you will keep OUT-OF-IT-!!! I happened(?) to turn on a PROGRAM and sat FASCINATED-FOR-ONE-HOUR-!!! "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!" LAUGHING until they are EXHAUSTED and lay DORMANT-ALL-NIGHT-!!! One came in (I did not get his name!) He would "WHOOSH!" with his hands, and 20 WOULD GO DOWN! This is not some "CHILD'S PLAY!" where KATHLEEN KULMANN would do them one by one. But he did them 20-AT-A-TIME-!!! They did not have to be looking at him! He did this 3 times in a row without stopping! In some cases the CROWD that would be WATCHING would CHEER! and "ROAR APPROVAL!" It is going AROUND THE WORLD! ALL CHURCHES BAR NONE!

SO NOW HOW ARE YOU GOING TO DECLARE IT - "FROM THE DEVIL!"

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO BE PREPARED AND READY-??? GLORIA COPELEAND'S STRONG FORTE WAS "FAITH!" But she (THEY!) left ONE THING OUT-!!! WHAT WAS IT-??? They FAILED to tell you there are:

TWO GODS

THE GOD OF HEAVEN vs THE GOD OF THIS WORLD. "THE CONTEST IS BETWEEN THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD - AND THE COMMANDMENTS OF MEN. IN THIS TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED FROM the DROSS in the Church!" T5:81. NO. There will be NO UNION. ELIJAH does not JUMP and SLASH himself with the BAAL-PRIESTS! Do we have a CLEAR SEPARATION from the BAAL-PRIESTS-??? Not with SOME that we hear want "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" ELIJAH and PHINEHAS - had "THE RIGHT SPIRIT!" "LET NOT ONE ESCAPE!"

THE PENTECOSTS - THE POWER-POX CULT - in their so THOROUGHLY GOING BY "THE BIBLE!" did NOT go 100% by "THE BIBLE!" They PUSHED to one side - they IGNORED one class of REFERENCES. This is the KEY! Did they have enough "FAITH!" in GOD that WOULD NOT TORMENT PEOPLE WHO DID NOT ASK TO BE BORN-??? WHICH "GOD!" are they going by and leading OTHERS TO GO BY-??? DO THEY SEPARATE FROM THOSE WHO WORSHIP A DEVIL-???
THE GOD OF HEAVEN

***"What do ye IMAGINE against the Lord. He will make an UTTER END!" Nahum 1:9,10.
***"I will NOT keep anger FOREVER!" Jer. 3:12. Micah 7:18.
***"weeping may endure for a NIGHT, but JOY commeth in the MORNING!" Psa. 30:5.
***"FOR YET A LITTLE WHILE, and the INDIGNATION shall CEASE, and MINE ANGER in their DESTRUCTION!" Isa. 10:25.
***"They shall be – as though they HAD-NOT-BEEN!" Obadiah 16.
***"Though thou be SOUGHT FOR, yet shalt thou NEVER BE FOUND AGAIN!" Ezekiel 26:21; 27:36.
***"THE WICKED shall NOT BE...HIS PLACE, and it SHALL NOT BE!" Psa. 37:10.
***"AND GOD SHALL WIPE AWAY ALL TEARS FROM THEIR EYES, and there shall be NO MORE DEATH, neither SORROW, nor CRYING, neither shall there be any more PAIN!" Rev. 21:4.
***"All that is LEFT of them is ASHES! under the soles of your FEET!" Malachi 4:3.

THIS IS NOT THE "GOD!" OF THE "CHARISMATICS!"

THIS IS ONLY THE GOD OF "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"

"COME OUT OF HER MY PEOPLE, THAT YE BE NOT PARTAKERS OF HER SINS, AND THAT YE RECEIVE NOT OF HER PLAGUES!"

REV. 18:4. (Get off that TRAIN!" EW 88,263.)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 23, 1995

I have just been reading "THE JOURNAL OF HISTORICAL REVIEW" for MAY/JUNE 1995. Looking BACK nearly 50 YEARS AGO, and all the INTRIGUES – MANEUVERS – LIES – SCHEMES – TRICKS – CABALS – JUNTOS – PLOTS – CONSPIRATORS that will stop at NOTHING to MANUFACTURE a WAR that NEED NOT BE! That in the END – really benefits NO ONE! EXCEPT THE DEVIL and when he is given a much needed REST from his BUSY SCHEDULE for 1,000 YEARS – in the FINAL END he himself will BOW – (With MIKE CLUTE BESIDE HIM!) and CONFESSION his LIFE was all a MISTAKE! GC 670. 1884 GC 486.
And now this "SPIRIT!" has left a TRAIN of CRIPPLED CHILDREN - ARMS, LEGS - BLOWN OFF! BLINDED, DEAFENED for LIFE! Property DESTROYED, set on FIRE! VICTIMS lowered into UN-TIMELY GRAVES - HIGHWAY ACCIDENTS most CAUSED by ALCOHOL brewed by "RESPECTED CITIZENS!" CHURCH LEADERS buying SHARES in the BREWERY so they say little if anything AGAINST IT! Others who KNOW what is going on in their line of business, but who say - NOTHING!

And those who do, like this revealing PUBLICATION and the "SPOTLIGHT!" and have these INFLICTED by the ENEMY so that MILLIONS are MISSING and they are liable to have to SHUT DOWN-!!! Each one blaming the other. In BIG WARS and in LITTLE WARS! In the END "EVERY KNEE WILL BOW AND CONFESS!" 1884 GC 472. Beginning with the PREACHERS. The Lord will "MAKE THEM!" to come and BOW at the FEET of the SAINTS!" (NOT VERBATIM!) See EW 30. Rev. 3:7-13. OH! BOY! What a SWITCH! What a SIGHT! SNIVELING DEVILS About time they had their COMEUPPANCE! EVERY TONGUE WILL BE SILENT! ALL WARMONGERS ALSO! They will know the JUSTICE of their SENTENCE! IN ONE HOUR - their FORTUNE GONE! We feel SORRY for the CHILDREN that had to have such PARENTS! OH! WHAT IMPOSING FIGURES THEY COULD CUT IN CHURCH AND LEGISLATIVE HALLS! Now all ASHES! No better that STREET BUMS! We consider them BUMS - NOW-!!!

IMAGINE THE PICTURE OF COLIN STANDISH -
and his ECHO - JOHN GROSBOLL - telling us how they will START ANEW - bring this "CHURCH!" of MALCONTENTS back into line! The FIRST REQUIREMENT is FIND A GROUP of UP-RIGHT, HONEST, TRUE, "DEDICATED!" believers! And get THEM - to "REFORM THE CHURCH!" They want to do what GOD HIMSELF CANNOT DO-!!! He "SOUGHT FOR A MAN!" and found? "NOT ONE!" ECC. 7:20,28. ISA. 41:28-9. JER. 5:1. EZE. 22:30.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JUNE 24, 1995

GOD ALMIGHTY HIMSELF:

"AND I SOUGHT FOR A MAN! among them, that should make up the hedge, and stand in the gap before Me for the land, that-I-should-not-DESTROY-IT; but I found "NONE!"
EZEKIEL 22:30.
"Run to and fro through the streets of JERUSALEM, and see now, and know, and SEEK in the broad PLACES thereof, if ye can find a MAN if there be ANY that executeth JUDGMENT, that seeketh the TRUTH; and I will PARDON IT!" JEREMIAH 5:1. "But I found NONE!" EZEKIEL 22:30.

"For I beheld, and there was no MAN! even among them, and there was no COUNSELLOR, that, when I asked them, could answer "A WORD!" Behold, they are all VANITY; their works are NOTHING; their molten IMAGES are WIND and CONFUSION!"..."Behold, all their fellows shall be ASHAMED: and the workmen, they are men: let them be GATHERED TOGETHER, let them STAND UP; yet they shall FEAR, and they shall be ASHAMED TOGETHER!" ISA. 41:28-9; 44:11.

"For there is not a just MAN! upon Earth, that doeth good, and SINNETH NOT!" ECC. 7:20.

In the days of NOAH - there was ONE! In the days of LOT - from two cities there was ONE! The red-letter words of Christ: "As it was in the days of NOAH, so shall it be...!!!" LUKE 17:26.

ADVENTIST TRADITION:
That makes the WORD of GOD of "NONE-EFFECT!" (TRADITION:) The LORD cannot find "ONE!" but COLIN STANDISH and JOHN GROSBOULL (ADVENTIST MOUTHPIECE!) will find (144,000 LAODICEANS!) who will BRING IN ("AN INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE!") that no FOLKENBERG can "NUMBER!" HOW-???

BY A GREAT "REFORMATION!" CALLED "THE LOUD CRY!"

***(1) Before you adopt THAT "RELIGION!" - where is the TEXT - REFERENCE - that there WILL BE this WONDERFUL "REFORMATION-???"

***(2) Where is this "MULTITUDE!" they will bring IN-???
"THE ENEMY OF SOULS (THE DEVIL!) HAS SOUGHT TO BRING IN THE SUPPOSITION (REMEMBER THAT! ONLY A "WILD-EYED SUPPOSITION!") THE SUPPOSITION THAT A "GREAT REFORMATION!" WOULD TAKE PLACE AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" (AMONG "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" YES! AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST!" NO!) SM 1:204.

AND WHEN IT DOES COME, it will come "CONTRARY!" (THE VERY OPPOSITE OF!) ANY FROM "PLANNING!" and when it DOES COME "THEY WILL NOT RECOGNIZE!" IT. TM 300. "IT MAY BE FALLING ON HEARTS ALL AROUND US!" but if we are not RIGHT with GOD, "WE SHALL NOT DISCERN (THE "LATTER RAIN!") "NOT DISCERN NOR RECEIVE IT!" TM 507. RH 3:443. (And 100 MORE!) It may fall on only "TWO OR THREE!" TM 508. The rest will "HATE!" IT. "The ZEAL and POWER with "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" had "ARoused!" and "ENRAGED!" (The HALF-DEAD "LAODICEANS!"). TI 1:183. OH! You have only "BEGUN!" to STUDY!!! Make sure you do SOMETHING right! LAODICEANS would rather do it WRONG!

A MODERN DAY EXAMPLE!!!

I am not MAD - I am FURIOUS!!! I had already thrown this in the GARBAGE! and had to go and dig it OUT! "ADVENTIST REVIEW!" JUNE 16, 1995. p.6 (638). Is this an EXAMPLE of how the "MASONS!" running this church SMOOTH (SMEAR!) THINGS OVER-??? STAY AWAKE - ADVENTIST-!!!

"ZIMBABWE PRESIDENT ROBERT MUGABE...GETS A FIRSTHAND LOOK AT THE GENERAL CONFERENCE HEADQUARTERS!" p.6 (638) of this "ADVENTIST REVIEW!" JUNE 15, 1995. So THAT is what he came there for-???. How truly NICE-!!! How much of a SWINDLER your IDIOT "JOHNSON!" can BE-!!! Without HALF TRYING-!!! (And your "FOLKENBERG!") IMPEACH THEM!

He came there to ADMIRE some BUILDINGS - did he-???
"BREAK their TEETH, O GOD! in their MOUTH!" PSALMS 58:6.

"AIDS EPIDEMIC OUT OF CONTROL!" "AIDS is sweeping southern AFRICA!" by ROBERT SLIMP. p.B-4. Together with a MAP showing "ZAIRE!" and "ZIMBABWE!" As the two PLAGUE SPOTS!
"ZIMBABWE!" and "ZAIRE!" especially HARD HIT! This, no doubt - will be featured by THOUSANDS of NEWS OUTLETS. HOW BAD IS IT-??? 25% have developed FULL BLOWN "AIDS!" ALL OF THEM WILL DIE! FIGURES DO NOT LIE - BUT A LOT OF LIARS ARE MAKING OUT FIGURES! So the actual COUNT is enough to CLASSIFY this as a CATASTROPHE! MILLIONS are DOOMED TO DIE and a THIRD of the CHILDREN will become ORPHANS! They seem to have the capacity to MAKE BABIES over there, but NOT to look after them!

WHAT IS THE TRUTH ABOUT ZIMBABWE PRESIDENT'S VISIT-???

To admire some BUILDINGS-??? (INVENTIVES CENSORED!) The SDA CHURCH has more than 210,000 members - almost 2% of the population in nearly 450 CONGREGATIONS - CLINICS - SCHOOLS - even a UNIVERSITY! So if he (THE PRESIDENT!) could ENLIST the CHURCH'S COOPERATION - what a POWERFUL EDUCATIONAL TOOL this could be-!!!

OH! PARDON ME! I ALMOST MISSED IT!

Could it be that THEY REFUSE TO COOPERATE - so they PAPER THE MATTER OVER-??? My first impression was - they do not want to make know HOW MANY OF THEIR OWN MEMBERS AND LEADERS HAVE THE FULL BLOWN VIRUS-!!! Do ANYTHING to keep that HIDDEN! Does the PRESIDENT GO BACK with NO REAL HELP that he had PRAYED FOR-??? Because ADVENTISTS are little or no better off than the rest of the POPULATION-??? Or why NOT-A-HINT in this ADVENTIST NEWS NOTE-??? Always READY to call for MONEY - why NO CALL HERE-??? NO FUND TO SEND INSTRUCTORS/PERSONNEL-???

ALL WE CAN DO AT THIS STAGE IS TO "WAIT-AND-SEE!"

X X X X X

SEE WHAT-???

See the PREDICTIONS made - come TRUE! And the most TERRIFIED people on Earth-??? The ADVENTISTS that SNEERED that the BOOKS WERE CHANGED-!!! Which means the PREDICTIONS - "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" were CHANGED to make it look like the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" would be TRIUMPHANT! We are "WAITING!" to SEE their REACTION when they find they were BETRAYED-!!!

THEN WE WILL SEE EW 282. GC 656. T5:211.

BELIEVE IT NOW-!!!

- 63 -
I am thinking today of the LEADERS of the CHURCH. Who admitted at least 20 TIMES! that they CHANGED the BOOKS! And AGREEING that it SHOULD have been done! To bring "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" to END "IN A POSITIVE NOTE!" - Not ADMIT that ADVENTISTS RANKS will be THINNED OUT BY THEM getting "AIDS!" "INCURABLE TBI!" and other what the BIBLE and TESTIMONIES call "A WORLDWIDE PESTILENCE!!" "A CONSUMPTION, even determined upon the WHOLE EARTH!" ISA. 28:22; 10:23. JER. 8:2; 11:23. In which the LORD will GATHER, not old drug-shot but the "OUTCASTS!" of ISRAEL who went OUT because they couldn't stand the STENCH of their DOCTRINES!

After all - what is so WONDERFUL about OPENLY ADMITTING they are TEACHING "IN COMMON!" with the OTHER CHURCHES! (THOUGHT FOR TODAY!) NOT that WE put a "HEX!" on THEM! But that "THEY!" put a HEX on THEMSELVES BECAUSE OF "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are in THE CHURCH!!" T5:210. "THE SEAL OF GOD!!" CHAPTER and p.211 is the REASON for the "WRATH OF GOD!!"

So for that REBEL CREW to BLAME the SAINTS (As they WILL!) what will that HELP-??!! Only ADD to their RECORD! "And in HIS WRATH He deals with "THEM!!" without MERCY!!" T5:212. AS IS THE DESTRUCTION of "THE HOLY CITY!!" it only makes it WORSE-!!! Does not HELP in the SLIGHTEST to take after the SAINTS so they cannot "BUY OR SELL!!" MAGEN 1,2.

This is REALLY something to THINK OF - for TODAY! THOSE CRUMMY LEADERS are in for a SURPRISE! Their LYING will not HELP when the LORD MAKES THEM!! come and BOW at the SAINTS' FEET! EW 30. As they TRY to HAND the SAINTS their ILL-GOTTEN TITLE!! THE SAINTS only LOOK at them with CONTEMPT-!!! Go and use their ILL-GOTTEN TITLE!! after PROBATION is OVER! OH! You have a LOT of STUDYING to do - don't you-??!! You will learn NOTHING from FOLKENBERG or JOHNSON or any of that "LIK!! TALMUDISTS! MASONS! ILLUMINATI!! VIPERS!!"

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

△ △ △ △ △
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 3, 1995

The only reason I am at this typewriter today is because I am all alone - none of my helpers showed up. (Not by 11:00 a.m.) So if we are to "LEARN SOMETHING NEW EVERY DAY" what will it be-???

As the PRESIDENT MUGABE of ZIMBABWE came to SILVER SPRINGS, MARYLAND - WORLD HEADQUARTERS of the ADVENTIST CHURCH because of a RUNAWAY-"OUT-OF-CONTROL!" EPIDEMIC OF "FULL BLOWN AIDS!" in his country - 25% of the POPULATION - every one of whom will DIE and leave MILLIONS OF "ORPHANS!" BECAUSE HE RECEIVED NO HELP because ADVENTIST RANKS are SHOT THROUGH with this "AIDS!" - the same PROPORTION as the REST of the COUNTRY - they are HARDLY THE ONES to be TEACHING OTHERS WHAT TO DO-!!!

So he received NO HELP-!!!

IN THE SAME SENSE:

And in NO OTHER SENSE - the ADVENTISTS are hardly the ones to teach others what is COMING on "THE CHURCH!!" and "THE WORLD!!" as "AN OVERWHELMING SURPRISE!!" in "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!!" because: 1884 GC 412. Your GC 594. ADVENTISTS have NO MORE UNDERSTANDING of "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!!" that the WORLD! With ROSE-TINTED GLASSES ON - all they see is "THE CHURCH!!" sailing into a TRANQUIL HARBOR - all is HEAVENLY PEACE - NO STORM IN SIGHT-!!!

BUT THE PROPHET WROTE:

"ARE THEY ASLEEP-??-THE ENEMY OF SOULS (THE DEVIL)!!...Our religion would be CHANGED...A NEW ORGANIZATION...BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER...NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of the NEW MOVEMENT...Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the STRUCTURE!!" SM 1:204-5.

ARE THE "DUMB DOG LEADERSHIP!!" of T5:211 telling you of THIS-??- Or playing their "JEWISH HARP!!" all is WELL-!!! "PEACE and SAFETY IS THE CRY!!" T5:211. "And the "TIME OF TROUBLE!!" will find them UNREADY!!" GC 594. "THE ERRORS that are coming IN must be MET!! MEET IT!!" SM 1:205.

"ALL PERISH TOGETHER!!" T5:211.
WE ARE JUST WAITING UNTIL THEIR PEOPLE SMASH THEM - INTO THE GROUND-!!! EW 282. GC 656.

You heard this before-?? Not from your leaderSHIP-?? Not a SOUND-!!! No more PREPARED than the WORLD-!!! Why else does the Lord call them both "BLIND!" and "DUMB!" and getting "WORSE!" as we near the END! No BETTER! As your "CHEAPSKEATE LEADERS!" would have you believe - just to get your TITHE! They have a RIGHT to it-?? DROP IT IN THE OCEAN WOULD BE BETTER! OR GIVE IT TO DAVIDPORT! OR "THE GANG OF 40!" WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 5, 1995

I have here "THE REMNANT HERALD!" JUNE 1995 by PASTOR RUSSELL R. STANDISH (AUSTRALIA) in which he gives the HOTTEST ITEMS of the DEVILISH ACTIONS of the "HIERARCHY!" And the BIG CROCODILE TEARS that so many are being "DIS-FELLOWSHIPPED" or not allowed to PREACH in "OUR BELOVED CHURCHES!" And HE (GOD!) "LOVES THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH!" Then SURELY the "LOVE OF GOD!" must be "UNLIMITED!" if not "UNCONDITIONAL!" and even "UN-CEASING!"

THEN THERE COULD NOT POSSIBLY BE ANY "SEALING!" For that would mean for SOME (NOT ALL) the "LOVE!" of God would CEASE! It is no longer "UNLIMITED!" - there would be a "LIMIT!" Then, in the same sense - there could be "NO SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" for THAT! also would mean the "END!" of the "ENDLESS LOVE OF GOD!"

We have to stand back and declare these people are "CRAZY!" in more ways than ONE! "CRAZY!" that they call people "BACK!" into such a "GODFORSACKEN CHURCH!" "CRAZY!" that they expect the Church to turn their INSTITUTIONS over to "THEM!" "CRAZY!" that they hold MEETINGS and turn them over to be BAPTIZED! into the CHURCH! OH! BOY! HOW "CRAZY!" can you get-?? NEVER in all my life have I ever seen any people as "CRAZY!" as this! And to THINK they have a GROUP that goes along with that so-called "RELIGION!" Getting CRAZIER all the TIME! There is only ONE MESSAGE NOW-!!!

GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
HE WILL NEVER - NEVER - NEVER COME INTO SUCH A "CRAZY!" CHURCH. WHEN HE STOPS "PASSING BY!" AMOS 8:2. MEANING NO MORE OFFERINGS OF MERCY OR PROBATION: "THE SONGS OF THE TEMPLE WILL BE HOWLINGS IN THAT DAY...THERE WILL BE MANY DEAD BODIES IN EVERY PLACE!" AMOS 8:3. (DOES "THE GANG OF 40!" THINK OF THIS-?? NOT LIKELY!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 6, 1995

"THE VOICE OF THE NAZARENE!" POB 5175, SUN CITY CTR., FL 33571 U.S.A. W.I. KING (EDITOR). A "HOLINESS!" ORGAN. FEATURES AN ARTICLE BY DR. CATHY BURNS. (It is not clear to me if she is a MEDICAL DOCTOR OR NOT.) She has apparently made an extensive study of the "UNHOLY LAUGHTER!" PHENOMENON. We look at this article once again.

"...the so-called "HOLY" laughter...(She quotes two leaders involved, other sources also report, including "CHARISMA" MAGAZINE:) "...people LAUGHING and CRYING UNCONTROLLABLY, or falling on the floor as if overcome by God's POWER!...(MY EMPHASIS ADDED THROUGHOUT THESE WRITINGS. DO NOT QUOTE US - QUOTE THEM! WE GIVE YOU THE ADDRESS.)

"COATES ADDS: "This could be the BIGGEST THING to hit the Church in my lifetime!"..."HOLY LAUGHTER!" also known as the "TORONTO (CANADA) BLESSING!"...is encircling the GLOBE (then COATES names 13 COUNTRIES taking part, another reference claims ALL ages, ALL sexes, ALL colors, ALL religions - "BAR NONE!")

"CHARISMA MAGAZINE!" - "No matter what HOWARD BROUWE did or said. HUNDREDS who attended the daily sessions always ended up on the sanctuary FLOOR in HELPLESS LAUGHTER. When the services were broadcast over the RADIO, more curious seekers showed up to join the fun."..."One night I was preaching on "HELL!" and LAUGHTER just hit the whole place. The more I told the people what "HELL!" was like, the MORE they LAUGHED!"...it is an exciting sound of joy, joy, joy!"p.6.

(NOW WE BREAK AWAY AND QUOTE ELLEN WHITE:) "Some FANATICS after 1844) would DANCE up and down, singing, GLORY, GLORY, GLORY, GLORY, GLORY, GLORY!" SM 2:42 (FROM SM 2....pages as MARKED! UNDER "HOLY FLESH!")

{Continued on Page 40 of Publication #721 - "WITH CLOAK AND DAGGER!"}
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